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Laburpena
Lan honetan, espainieraz idatzitako mediku-txosten elektronikoak Unified Medical
Languge System Metathesaurus deituriko terminologia biomedikoarekin etiketatzeko
lehen urratsak eman dira. Prototipoak Apache Lucene R© erabiltzen du
Metathesaurus-a indexatu eta mapatze hautagaiak sortzeko. Horrez gain,
anbiguotasunak UKB bidez ebazten ditu. Ebaluazioari dagokionez, prototipoaren eta
MetaMap-en arteko adostasuna neurtu da bi ingelera-gaztelania corpus paralelotan.
Corpusetako bat artikulu zientifikoetako izenburu eta laburpenez osatutako dago.
Beste corpusa mediku-txosten pasarte batzuez dago osatuta.
Abstract
This work presents a preliminary approach to annotate Spanish electronic health
records with concepts of the Unified Medical Language System Metathesaurus. The
prototype uses Apache Lucene R© to index the Metathesaurus and generate mapping
candidates from input text. In addition, it relies on UKB to resolve ambiguities. The
tool has been evaluated by measuring its agreement with MetaMap in two
English-Spanish parallel corpora, one consisting of titles and abstracts of papers in the
clinical domain, and the other of real electronic health record excerpts.
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1 Introduction
Medical Text Mining focuses on the application and development of biomedical text
mining technologies, which are becoming a key tool for the efficient exploitation of
information contained in unstructured data repositories, including scientific literature,
Electronic Health Records (EHRs), patents, biobank metadata, clinical trials and social
media. Thus, Natural Language Processing (NLP) is gaining increasing attention in
biomedical research, as it can help unlock the information conveyed in free text and
structure it in ways that can be used by computer processes to facilitate knowledge
discovery, exchange, and reuse.
One such way of unearthing structure from biomedical text is generating projections
or mappings from biomedical terminologies of reference to the free texts. These termi-
nologies are very convenient, because they capture and structure in detail the knowledge
that health care practitioners have about the domain.
In particular, this work pursues processing clinical documents written in Spanish
looking for its specific domain terms. More specifically, it presents a preliminary appli-
cation that maps EHRs in Spanish to the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)
Metathesaurus, which is a complex thesaurus resulting from joining various biomedical
terminologies.
1.1 Objectives
The principal objective of this project has been to develop a preliminary functioning
application that takes Spanish EHR text excerpts as input and enriches them with an-
notations of concepts contained in a specific biomedical thesaurus, namely, the UMLS
Metathesaurus. In order to meet this objective, the following sub-goals have been iden-
tified:
• To adapt the UMLS to meet our needs
• To explore methods for recognizing biomedical terms in clinical narrative and for
generating mapping candidates from the UMLS
• To explore ways of dealing with term ambiguity
• To measure the performance of our system and understand, as much as possible,
what are the causes of the errors that it makes
1.2 Methodology
There exist two main approaches to develop term normalization systems, as is common in
all automation problems, namely supervised and unsupervised approaches. The former
requires big amounts of annotated data in order to approximate a function that, given
unknown input, produces the desired output; the latter usually leverage domain knowl-
edge, typically in the form of rules and/or knowledge bases designed by experts. At the
moment, no corpus of clinical texts exists annotated with biomedical concepts —not in
Spanish, nor in any other language. What do exist in vast amounts are biomedical termi-
nology resources that capture the knowledge that experts have about the domain. Thus,
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unsupervised techniques have dominated this field right until today. The preliminary
pipeline we propose is built on unsupervised techniques.
In short, it first identifies and expands abbreviations and acronyms in the input text;
then it creates candidate spans to be annotated; these spans are used to query an index
of the UMLS Metathesaurus, whose purpose is to return candidate mappings from the
Metathesaurus that are lexically similar to the given span; then, we rank the candidate
mappings and choose the best mapping for each span consulted. That is, we approach
term normalization as a string matching problem.
The problem of term ambiguity is addressed by mean of UKB (Agirre and Soroa,
2009), a collection of programs to perform unsupervised disambiguation based on knowl-
edge graphs.
As for the evaluation of the system, we measure its agreement to an existing tool for
biomedical term normalization in English, MetaMap, with two parallel corpora created
for this evaluation, and provide an error analysis.
1.3 Contents
The remaining of this work is divided into four main sections: In Section 2, State of
the Art, we introduce some background notions about NLP in the biomedical domain
(i.e., tasks, resources, and so on) and the challenges posed by clinical narrative for NLP
in general, and then provide an State of the Art of biomedical term normalization in
particular. Section 3, Description of the system, is a detailed description of the
prototype developed for this work. In Section 4, Evaluation, we evaluate the sys-
tem by comparing it to an existing tool for biomedical term normalization in English,
MetaMap, and provide an error analysis. Finally, in Section 5, Conclusions and Fu-
ture Work, we present some concluding ideas and some actions that could be taken in
the short and longer term. Additionally, this work has some appendices. Appendixes
A and B contain data that complements some subjects discussed in different sections
of the work. Most importantly, Appendix C, Demonstrator, presents an interactive
interface developed to demonstrate the prototype presented in this work, and Appendix
D, UMLS webservice, describes a webservice API of the Unified Medical Language
System Metathesaurus (UMLS) that has been developed to give support to the demon-
strator and facilitate consultation of the UMLS.
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2 State of the Art
In this section we introduce the notions that feed this work —and that compose the
title itself—: health records, mapping, and the the Unified Medical Language System
(UMLS). First we give a brief introduction to NLP for health care: we review the tasks
that are being studied in the research community, the community challenges that have
been organized, and the terminological resources available. Next we describe one of
those resources in detail, the UMLS, which is central to this work. Next, we explain
what Electronic Health Records (EHR) are and the role that they play in the Spanish
National Health System. We also provide an analysis of the narrative text contained in
EHRs, in order to illustrate the difficulty of processing this type of texts. Finally, we
introduce the task of term normalization, and some existing applications for biomedical
term normalization.
2.1 NLP for health care
Natural Language Processing (NLP) in the biomedical domain has two, clearly distinct
general applications. One aims at providing support to health care professionals and pa-
tients, typically by mining patient records. According to Friedman (2009), this research
field started in the late 1980s, when various works demonstrated that NLP is feasible in
the clinical domain, and that it can actually improve clinical care. The second started in
the late 1990s, with researchers attempting to mine information from journal articles in
the biomolecular domain. The term “bioNLP” is used interchangeably in the literature
to refer to both trends or just the second one. This work is about NLP for health care.
In what follows, we provide some information about the tasks that have been undertaken
in this domain, the community challenges that have taken place related to this research
field, and the resources available.
2.1.1 Clinical NLP tasks
The NLP community dedicated to the health care domain has undertaken tasks with
various degrees of specificity. We can group them into four major classes:
Low-level processing is concerned with adapting existing tools or creating new ones
for tokenization, part-of-speech tagging and shallow parsing to the biomedical domain.
Information Retrieval (IR) is concerned with returning from a set of known doc-
uments all the relevant documents that might be useful to a user, using as a hint the
“question” or query that the user formulates. In clinical NLP, IR is useful to health
practitioners because, given the vast amounts of biomedical documents that exist and
are generated every day , it can facilitate finding case studies and health records that
are relevant to a specific research subject or the care process of a particular patient.
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Information Extraction (IE) is concerned with finding facts and events in particular
documents; in other words, it is a targeted skimming of texts. In the biomedical domain,
IE has been used to find very diverse information: negation, speculation, abbreviations,
adverse drug reactions, temporal relations, and so on. IE is relevant to health care
practitioners because it helps unlock the information conveyed in texts, structure it and
quantify it. Term normalization, the subject of this work, is a sub-task of IE.
Higher-level processing involves tasks that feed from the results of IR and IE.
Among the most popular in biomedical NLP are summarization, question answering
(Q&A), and anonymization. Summarization is highly valued among practitioners for the
same reason that IR is: the volume of data available to them. Reading shorter versions
of relevant documents can simply help them save time. Q&A is mainly targeted towards
patient Q&A, that is, to help patients understand their own health records. Finally,
anonymization is key in biomedical NLP. Its goal is to erase or substitute the pieces of
data in health records that could help identify the patient to which the health record
belongs, in order to create datasets of health records usable by the research community.
2.1.2 Clinical NLP community challenges
The interest in NLP for health care has grown steadily over the years. A clear indicator
is the amount of community challenges that have taken place, as shown in Figure 1.
The first challenge that involved NLP and clinical narrative took place in 2006
and was organized by i2b21. There were two tasks in the challenge: one consisted
in anonymizing or de-indetifying (“de-id”) the content in EHRs; the second consisted in
classifying patients as smokers or non-smokers based on their health records. Since 2006,
i2b2 has organized 7 more challenges in a similar fashion. Some tasks organized include
classifying patients as obese or as having a high risk of suffering a heart failure, senti-
ment analysis and co-reference resolution, and Research Domain Criteria classification
(“RDoC”, determining symptom severity in a domain for a patient).
In 2011, Text REtrieval Conference2 (TREC) organized its first challenge of NLP
for health care, after various others focused on the biomolecular domain. The task of
the challenge was to find a population or cohort over which comparative effectiveness
studies can be done by means of content-based access to the free-text fields of electronic
medical records. The challenge was repeated in 2012. During years 2014 through 2017,
TREC has organized challenges related to IR for precision medicine and clinical decision
support.
In 2013, the first ShaRe/CLEF eHealth challenge3 took place. The challenges in-
volved normalizing disease terms with the UMLS Metathesaurus (“dnorm”) in English
clinical texts, normalizing acronyms and abbreviations, and retrieval of web pages based
on queries generated when reading the clinical reports. Subsequent challenges have
involved above all IE (specifically, identifying attributes that modify given annotated
1https://www.i2b2.org/
2http://trec.nist.gov/
3https://sites.google.com/site/shareclefehealth/
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diseases in clinical text, such as negation, uncertainty, and so on) and user-centered
health IR. In the 2016 and 2017 editions, multilingual (English/French) IE challenges
have been organized. Other tasks have been about visualization of data and interactive
search, and automatic speech recognition (ASR).
In 2014, SemEval included a task of disease normalization4, following the ShaRe/-
CLEF eHealth 2013 task about the same problem. The challenge was repeated in 2015,
and included an additional task: extraction of temporal relations, that is, ordering in a
timeline the relevant events mentioned in clinical records. This task was presented by
i2b2 for the first time in 2012, but had never been proposed again. In the years 2016
and 2017, SemEval has only included the task of temporal relation extraction. In 2018,
no task related to clinical NLP has been organized.
In 2017 for the first time, a challenge that involves processing clinical text in Spanish
has been organized as part of IberEval5. The task has consisted in abbreviation and
acronym recognition and normalization in clinical texts.
2.1.3 Clinical NLP resources
In this section we present the most important terminological resources that exist for the
biomedical domain.
The Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT R©
or SCT R©)6 is the most comprehensive collection of medical terms. It was developed by
the College of American Pathologists (CAP) and the United Kingdom’s National Health
Service, but is maintained and distributed by the Health Terminology Standards Devel-
opment Organisation (IHTSDO). It has been translated to several languages, including
Danish, Dutch, Spanish and Swedish . According to J. Carnicero in Gonza´lez and Luna
(2014), it might become the standard nomenclature for EHRs in Spain —it is already
in the U.S. and Australia—, given the fact that SNOMED CT R©’s coverage of medical
concepts has proven to be better than other controlled terminologies in various clinical
domains (Chute et al., 1996; Campbell et al., 1997; Humphreys et al., 1997; Langlotz
and Caldwell, 2002; Chiang et al., 2005).
The International Classification of Diseases (ICD)7 is designed to promote inter-
national comparability in the collection, processing, classification, and presentation of
mortality statistics. The reported conditions are translated into medical codes through
the use of a classification structure, and selection and modification rules. The ICD was
developed and is maintained by the World Health Organization (WHO). It is revised
annually to incorporate changes in the medical field. The latest version of the ICD is
the Tenth Revision (ICD-10), and is used by more than 100 countries around the world,
including Spain. As stated in the Royal Decree 69/2015 de Sanidad, Servicios Sociales, e
4http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2014/task7/
5http://sepln2017.um.es/ibereval.html
6http://www.snomed.org
7http://www.who.int/classifications/icd/en/
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Igualdad (2015), by which the Spanish Ministry for Health, Social Services and Equality
regulates the Registration of Specialized Health Care Activities, the main and secondary
diagnoses and medical procedures of every encounter, among other information, must
be encoded with ICD-10-ES, which is an extension of the Spanish translation of ICD-10.
ICD-11 is due by 2018 and will be aligned with SNOMED CT R©.
The Medical Subject Headings (MeSH R©)8 thesaurus is a controlled vocabulary
used for indexing, cataloging, and searching articles from 5,400 of the world’s leading
biomedical journals for the MEDLINE R©/PubMED R© database. It consists of sets of
terms naming descriptors in a 13-level hierarchical structure that permits searching at
various levels of specificity. MeSH is developed and maintained by the U.S. National
Library of Medicine (NLM). It is continually updated by NLM health science subject
specialists.
Current Procedural Terminology (CPT R©)9 is a product of the American Medi-
cal Association (AMA). CPT R© codes are the U.S.’s standard to document and report
medical, surgical, radiology, laboratory, anesthesiology, and evaluation and management
services. They are then used by insurers to determine the amount of reimbursement that
a practitioner will receive for the services provided. It is updated annually by the AMA.
International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC)10 is an epidemiological tool
used to classify data about three elements of the health care encounter: reasons for the
encounter, diagnosis, and process of care. The classification is divided by body systems
into 17 chapters that represent the localisation of the problem or disease. Each chap-
ter is in turn divided into 7 components to deal with i) symptoms and complaints, ii)
diagnostics, screening and preventive procedures, iii) medication, treatment and proce-
dures, iv) test results, v) administration, vi) referrals and other reasons for encounter,
and vii) diseases. It is complementary to the ICD, in that it pays much attention to
the patient’s symptoms and complaints. It was produced by the World Organization of
Family Doctors (Wonca) and is maintained and updated by the International Classifi-
cation Committee of Wonca (WICC).
Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC R© or LNC R©)11 pro-
vides formal names and standardized codes for laboratory and other clinical observa-
tions. The data cover laboratory terminology, vital signs, hemodynamics intake/output,
EKG, obstetric ultrasound, cardiac echo, urological, imaging, gastroendoscopic proce-
dures, pulmonary ventilator management, and selected survey instruments. LOINC R©
was developed and is maintained by the Regenstrief Institute, Inc., a non-profit medical
research organization associated with Indiana University. LOINC R© code translations are
available from the Regenstrief Institute in Spanish, and Simplified Chinese. German,
8https://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
9https://www.ama-assn.org/practice-management/cpt
10http://www.globalfamilydoctor.com/groups/WorkingParties/wicc.aspx
11https://loinc.org
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French and Italian versions are available for the 3,800 most commonly used European
terms. The current French translation is from Switzerland and includes short names only.
Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA)12 is an international
multilingual medical terminology that applies to all phases of drug development, exclud-
ing animal toxicology, and to the health effects and multifunction devices. MedDRA
terms are arranged hierarchically in 5 levels from very specific to very general. It was
developed by the International Conference on Harmonisation (ICH) and is owned by the
International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers and Associations (IFPMA).
Metathesaurus Minimal Standard Terminology Digestive Endoscopy (MTH-
MST) includes anatomy, findings, diagnosis, procedures, and adverse events terms re-
lated to endoscopy. It is based on information found in the Minimal Standard Termi-
nology Digestive Endoscopy, which was developed by the European Society of Gastroin-
testinal Endosocpy (ESGE). The MTHMST was produced by the NLM.
WHO Adverse Drug Reaction Terminology (WHO-ART) is a 4-level hierar-
chical terminology that is used for coding clinical information related to adverse drug
reactions. It is mainly used by drug regulatory agencies and pharmaceutical manufac-
turers. It was developed and is maintained by the Uppsala Monitoring Center, the WHO
Collaborating Center for International Drug Monitoring. The terminology is updated
every three months.
These are only a few of the terminological resources that exist. Health care centers
use these terminologies to code their reports in order facilitate the management and in-
formation exchange; but they are only facilitating insofar all the users employ the same
terminologies. This is easy at a health center’s department level; the added value of
these terminologies decreases exponentially as the stakeholders’ circle is broadened to
a whole health care center, to all the centers in a region or country, and to the inter-
national health care community. In an attempt to ensure interoperability between all
the biomedical terminology resources, NLM developed and still maintains the Unified
Medical Language System (UMLS), its main component being the Metathesaurus,
which brings together the terminological resources mentioned and many others. In this
work, we use the UMLS Metathesaurus (2016AA version) as the knowledge base to
perform term normalization. We devote the following section to describe it in depth.
2.2 The Unified Medical Language System
The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) was created in 1986 at the U.S. National
Library of Medicine (NLM) and is maintained quarterly by the same institution. It is
essentially a collection of files and software. The files form a large, multi-purpose and
multi-lingual knowledge database of the clinical domain that consist of various termi-
12https://www.meddra.org
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nology systems of different sources put together through mapping relations. Because
the entries in the vocabularies are arranged by concepts or meaning, it can be viewed as
a comprehensive thesaurus or an ontology of biomedical concepts. It is intended to be
used by developers of systems in medical informatics.
The main pieces of the UMLS are the Metathesaurus, the Semantic Network, and
the SPECIALIST Lexicon. The SPECIALIST Lexicon13 is a large syntactic lexicon of
biomedical and general English. In what follows, we provide some information about
the Metatheusarus, the vocabulary sources that it contains, and the Semantic Network.
2.2.1 Structure of the Metathesaurus
The Metathesaurus is the central and most powerful component of UMLS. It brings
together several vocabulary sources of the clinical domain. These sources differ in size,
language, and nature: there are thesauri, classifications, statistics, and so on. In order
to standardize these sources into a single format automatically exploitable, the Metathe-
saurus is built by observing the following conventions:
• Each occurrence of a term in a vocabulary source is an atom. Each atom has an
Atom Unique Identifier (AUI).
• Atoms that are lexically equivalent exemplify a term. Each term has a Lexical
Unique Identifier (LUI).
• Terms can denote one or more concepts. Each atom in a vocabulary source is
assigned a Concept Unique Identifier (CUI); thus, the group of atoms that have
the same CUI, that is, that realize the same concept, either exemplify the same
term or are strictly synonym terms.
Figure 2 illustrates the basic relation between terms, atoms and concepts. As the
UMLS R© Reference Manual14 puts it:
In the Metathesaurus, every CUI (concept) is related to at least one AUI
(atom). Every AUI (atom) is linked to a single LUI (term), and a single CUI
(concept). Each LUI (term) can be linked to many AUIs (atoms), and more
than one CUI (concept) — although the typical case is one CUI.
An interesting property of this structure is that, theoretically, terms in the same
language that express the same concept can be taken as close synonyms; furthermore,
terms in different languages that express the same concept can be taken as translations
of each other; finally, terms that denote more than one concept are ambiguous.
All this information is captured and distributed in a big pipe-separated file (MR-
CONSO.RFF), where each line represents one atom. Figure 3 shows an excerpt of the
file. As can bee seen, it contains more information in addition to CUIs, LUIs and AUIs.
13https://lsg3.nlm.nih.gov/LexSysGroup/Projects/lexicon/current/web/index.html
14https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK9676/
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Figure 2: Basic relations among terms (τ), atoms (α, β), and concepts (c) in different
vocabulary sources (ξ) [from Merrill (2009)]
Term status indicates whether the term is the preferred one (“P”) or not (“S”) for the
CUI it is related to. Suppressible indicates the degree to which an entry is suppressible:
“O” means the entry is obsolete; “E” or “Y” mean the entry is not obsolete but is con-
sidered suppressible; “N” means that none of the previous applies. Source and language
are pretty self-explanatory.
The Metathesaurus captures relationships other than strict synonymy as well. In
order to easily acommodate the different relationship types stated in the vocabulary
sources, relationships are defined in two steps: the first assigns a broader label (see
Table 1), while the second is the source asserted relationship itself as an attribute of the
first. Each relation has a Relation Unique Identifier (RUI).
Information about relationships is distributed in various files. Figure 4 is an ex-
cerpt of the file MRREL.RRF, which only captures “distance-1” relationships, that is,
immediate parents, children, siblings, and so on.
As the image shows, relations are not among concepts, as one could expect, but
among atoms. This is because relations are asserted at the level of vocabulary sources,
and a concept might be composed of atoms of different sources. In order to be able to
distinguish between the information obtained from one source and another, it must be
linked at the atom level. Figure 5 is an attempt at providing a visual example of the
structure of the Metathesaurus as explained so far.
The upper side of the figure displays a partial representation of the concept identified
as C0040185. We show 6 terms that express the concept. One of them is exemplified by
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Relation Description
AQ Allowed qualifier
CHD has children relationship in a Metathesaurus source vocabulary
DEL Deleted concept
PAR has parent relationship in a Metathesaurus source vocabulary
QB can be qualified by
RB has a broader relationship
RL the relationship is similar or “alike”. The two concepts are similar or “alike”.
In the current edition of the Metathesarus, most relationships with this
attribute are mapping provided by the source; hence concepts linked by this
relationship may be synonymous, i.e. self-referential: CUI1 = CUI2.
RN has a narrower relationship
RO has relationship other than synonymous, narrower, or broader
RQ related and possibly synonymous
RU related, unspecified
SIB has sibling relationship in a Metathesaurus source vocabulary
SY source asserted synonymy
XR not related, no mapping
empty relationship
Table 1: Relationship types in the UMLS Metathesaurus
two atoms, which come from the same vocabulary source or terminology (MDRSPA).
The bottom half of the figure shows some relations of one of the atoms that realize
concept C0040185, namely, “fractura de tibia”. We can see that it has three parents (or
hypernyms) and one child (or hyponym). Furthermore, two of the parent atoms realize
the same concept, C1542178.
Other information pieces, such as definitions, that are not part of basic structure
explained, are taken to be attributes. They can modify concepts, atoms or relationships.
There are many types of attributes and files that contain them, but they are beyond the
scope of this project and will not be revised. We refer the reader to the UMLS R© Refer-
ence Manual for more information: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK9684/
#ch02.sec2.5.
2.2.2 Metathesaurus vocabulary sources
The UMLS Metathesaurs gathers and maps to each other more than 130 terminologies
or vocabulary sources. We described the most important ones in Section 2.1.3. All of
them were originally produced in English by British or American institutions, but some
of them have been translated since then: the UMLS 2016AA Metathesaurus includes
sources in 26 languages. Table 2 shows, for each language, how many vocabulary sources
are available overall.
The Spanish subset of the UMLS 2016AA Metathesaurus contains the translations
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Figure 5: Partial graph of the concept “fractura de tibia” and some of its relations
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of CPT R©, ICPC, LOINC R©, MedDRA, MeSH R©, SNOMED CT R©, and WHO-ART. Un-
fortunately, neither the Spanish version of ICD-10 nor its extension are included in the
Metathesaurus of the UMLS.
Table 3 shows, for each of the source that is available in Spanish, how many concepts
and terms there are in Spanish and English.
Sources CPT R© ICD-10 ICPC LNC R© MedDRA MeSH R© MTHMST SCT R© WHO-ART
cs 2 (2) X X
da 1 (0) X
de 9 (5) X X X X X X
el 1 (1) X
en 131 (76) X X X X X X X X X
es 9 (6) X X X X X X X
et 1 (1) X
eu 1 (0) X
fi 2 (0) X X
fr 9 (6) X X X X X X
he 1 (0) X
hr 1 (1) X
hu 2 (1) X X
it 6 (4) X X X X X
ja 2 (2) X X
ko 3 (1) X
lv 1 (1) X
nl 7 (2) X X X X X
no 2 (1) X X
pl 1 (1) X
pt 5 (3) X X X X X
ru 2 (2) X X
sv 2 (1) X X
tr 1 (1) X
zh 1 (1) X
Table 2: UMLS 2016AA Metathesaurus vocabulary sources by language. The number
between parenthesis indicates the amount of sources updated in the last 5 years.
English Spanish
Concepts Terms Concepts Terms
All sources 3,250,158 9,080,352 412,831 1,042,229
CPT R© 39,152 61,923 2,720 2,484
ICPC 748 1,017 722 688
LOINC R© 157,645 390,425 48,609 48,631
MedDRA 51,961 78,528 45,488 61,103
MeSH R© 359,116 837,305 35,970 64,804
SCT R© 357,448 1,115,865 306,539 746,600
WHO-ART 3,175 3,831 2,566 3,102
Table 3: UMLS 2016AA Metathesaurus counts for English and Spanish subsets
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2.2.3 The Semantic Network
The Semantic Network consist of 134 general concepts or Semantic Types (ST) and
relationships or Semantic Relatinos of 54 types between the STs . The Network has two
root STs: “entity” and “event”; all the other STs are descendants of one of these two.
Each concept in the UMLS Metathesaurus is classified into one ST at least, always to
the most specific one available (granularity varies across the Network).
2.3 Electronic Health Records
This project is about mapping UMLS concepts to narrative text in Electronic Health
Records (EHR). The Spanish Association for Health Informatics, SEIS, defines health
records as “sets of documents containing the data, assessments and information of any
other nature about a patient’s situation and clinical development throughout their care
process. These documents might be textual or graphical, and address the patient’s
health and disease episodes, and the clinical activities performed as a consequence of
those episodes” (SEIS, 2003, translated ). Health records serve functions along five axes:
• Care: they are repositories where all the information about a patient and the
medical acts is stored in order to guarantee the continuity of the care process.
• Education: they are valuable information sources for the learning of clinical cases.
• Research: both in clinical and epidemiological research, health records are an
important source for the elaboration of analyses and retrospective studies.
• Management: health records serve as foundation for the billing of medical acts;
they are also useful for the assessment and management of health resources and
the quality of the services provided.
• Law: health records are proof of the medical acts and services offered.
Thus, being able to structure the information captured in the free text of a health record
has potential applications at least for each one of those domains.
Health records have traditionally been stored in paper, and so they have presented
several difficulties, among which SEIS (2003) mentions: disorder and lack of homo-
geneity, illegible information, filing errors, questionable availability and access to the
information, and questionable privacy protection. For these reasons, health care agents
throughout the world have devoted much effort in the last decades to computarize their
health care management systems. Computerized versions of health records have many
different names in the literature: “Electronic Health Records” (EHR), “Electronic Med-
ical Records” (EMR) and “Computer-based Patient Records” (CPR) are just a few. We
will henceforth use the acronym “EHR”. Dick et al. (1997) describe them as follows:
[they replace] the paper medical record as the primary record of care,
meeting all clinical, legal, and administrative requirements. A [EHR] system
provides reminders and alerts, linkages with knowledge sources for decision
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support, and data for outcomes research and improved management of health
care delivery. [...] a [EHR] system is an evolving concept that responds to
the dynamic nature of the health care environment and takes advantage of
technological advances.
From the point of view of NLP research, the main advantage of computerizing health
records is that accessing, manipulating and interacting with the data is much more easier.
However, in practice, it has not alleviated the major bottleneck for the advancement of
NLP in the medical field: the struggle in accessing real clinical texts due to privacy
protection issues. This is specially worrying because NLP has steadily shifted towards
techniques that require larger volumes of text. De-identification or anonymization tasks
have gained popularity among researchers for this reason; even so, many institutions
are still skeptical about disseminating the data for research purposes even if they are
anonymized, according to Friedman (2009). As a consequence, many of the applications
that have been developed rely on manually curated knowledge sources, such as the
UMLS Metathesaurus and SNOMED CT R©. In any case, what little research has been
done with real health records is usually not comparable and can never be reproduced
because the authors are not allowed to share their data.
2.3.1 EHRs in the Spanish Health Care System
Recent attention to the computarization of health records has been given by the Spanish
government as a core element of the modern reformation of health care, driven above
all by the necessity of providing a solution for the Spanish citizens that require medical
assistance outside their autonomous community but cannot access their health data for
that very reason, given that the Spanish National Health System has a decentralized
structure.
In the framework defined by the project Historia Cl´ınica Digital (“Digital Clinical
History” —yet another name for EHRs—) of the Spanish National Health Care System15,
EHRs are composed of the following sections:
• Patient summary
• Primary Care report
• Emergency Department report
• Discharge report
• Outpatient Specialties report
• Nursery Care report
• Laboratory Tests’ Result report
• Image Tests’ Result report
• Other Diagnostic Tests’ Result report
According to the Ministry of Health, Social Services and Equality of Spain (MSSI, 2017),
179.575.717 such electronic documents have been generated and stored up until August
of 2017. However, none of these are openly available for the research community due to
15https://www.msssi.gob.es/profesionales/hcdsns/home.html
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privacy issues. This is the major bottleneck for the advancement of NLP in the medical
field, as has been explained.
Fortunately, we have had access to a small database of real EHRs to develop this work
thanks to the collaboration in the SEMANHIS project (Gaitek 2015, IG-2015/0001027)
between Cl´ınica de la Asuncio´n at Tolosa and Vicomtech-IK4.
2.3.2 Characteristics of clinical narrative text
Let us now focus on the research object of this project: the textual content in EHRs,
that is, clinical narrative text. These texts serve diverse purposes (as illustrated by the
list in the previous section), they differ in their content and level of detail. In general,
they are aimed at other health care professionals or the authors themselves, so editing
the texts to facilitate comprehension by a wide audience is not a main concern, as is the
case other genres of texts in the same domain, such as biomedical scientific publications.
Most importantly, health care professionals typically have limited time devoted to the
task of writing; as a consequence, they use a myriad of abbreviations and acronyms,
while hardly ever caring for spelling correctly nor respecting the grammatical standards
of their language. As J. Carnicero points out in SEIS (2003), the situation has worsened
since EHRs were implemented in health centers, because it is harder for practitioners
having to navigate through the new complex interfaces, clicking constantly and filling
forms to which they are not accustomed yet.
As a consequence, clinical narrative text is unlike general domain language in so many
ways, which makes its process an extremely difficult and challenging problem for NLP
researchers. Table 4 shows real and concrete examples in Spanish of these difficulties.
To begin with, practitioners are very flexible regarding formatting when writing
their reports. The semantics conveyed by the same formatting varies from one context
to another; it is even possible to express complex ideas without using whole sentences
by means of specific formatting. And, of course, punctuation rules are overlooked all
the time; the most common deviation from standard punctuation is actually not using
punctuation marks at all.
Another characteristic of clinical narrative text is atypical grammar. The most strik-
ing feature related to grammar is the amount of non-standard ellipsis found in the texts.
It is also common to find unusual part-of-speech tag combinations. In this regard, it
can be said that the style of clinical texts is similar to that in the titles of newspapers
—extremely synthetic.
Third, despite the reductive grammar, descriptions contained in the texts are actually
very rich. The same structures can be used to refer to a variety of textual subjects, such
as a patient, a body part of a patient, a relative of a patient, a health care professional,
a health care facility, a health care procedure, and so on. Furthermore, clinical narrative
is rich because it is a product of a very specialized domain activity. As every specialized
domain, health care has an ever evolving terminology.
Finally, clinical narrative is plagued with misspellings and typographical errors.
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Category Detail Example
Section header: “Intervencio´n principal: REPARACION DE
LUXACION FRECUENTE DE HOMBRO IZQ”Formatting
semantics Inseparable phrase: “Abdomen: Blando y depresible”
“T.A:160/106 mmhg. F.C:74x’. Ta:36’1o.”
“Trazodona 100 mg, 0 - 0 - 0 - 1/2.”
Structure
without
sentences “Ph:7,46, PCO2:54, PO2:56, BE-B:12,3, HCO3:38,4, [...]”
Commas: “No aumento tos ni expectoracio´n ni nau´seas ni
vo´mitos ni dolor tora´cico.”
Flexible
formatting
Missing
punctuation Periods: “No se aprecian adenopat´ıas de taman˜o patolo´gico En
pare´nquimas pulmonares se aprecian a´reas de condensacio´n”
Verb: “No [se aprecia] Hernia de Hiato”
Object: “Coordinacio´n remite [al paciente] por episodio de atra-
gantamiento”
Missing
expected
words Articles: “[Un] Paciente de 69 an˜os de edad que ingresa por
[una] sensacio´n de insuficiencia respiratoria.”
Adjective without noun modified: “Eupneica en reposo”
Atypical
grammar
Unusual PoS
combinations
Patient: “Bien nutrida, hidratada y perfundida”
Anatomy: “No I.Y. r´ıtmica Mv conservado.”
Test or procedure: “Estudio no valorable, mala trasmisio´n
ecogra´fica”
Variety of
textual
subject
Family: “cinco familiares fallecidos de cardiopat´ıa isque´mia”
Jargon: “No palpo puntos dolorosos, masas ni megalias.”
Abbreviations: “se instaura tto ATB emp´ırico oral”
Language
specific to
medical
context
Acronyms: “Adherencias de la IQ previas. A descartar foco
infeccioso en LSD”
“Tambien [sic] presento [sic] en ingreso reciente ubn [sic] deteri-
oro de la funcion [sic] renal”
Rich
descriptions
“refiere epigastralgia cont´ınua [sic], que no mejora con ninguna
medida, de localizacio´n hacia hipocondro [sic] derecho. No
diebre [sic]”
Misspellings
“No alteraciones vlavulares [sic] significativas. No datos de
hipertension [sic] pulmonar.”
Table 4: Illustrative examples of common challenges in processing text from clinical
narratives [adapted from Leaman et al. (2015)]
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2.4 Term normalization of clinical narrative text
In this section we provide an overview of biomedical term normalization, which is the
main objective of this work. Let us start with some definitions.
Terms are expressions that have a denotation in the real world. In linguistics, they
are typically taken to be nouns or noun phrases. Clinical terms, then, are nouns or noun
phrases that denote disorders, clinical procedures, symptoms, anatomical structures, and
so on. These are the terms we presented in the UMLS Metathesaurus structure. Term
normalization is a NLP task that consists in identifying key clinical terms mentioned in
texts, and assigning them a unique entry in an ontology or controlled vocabulary. This
information can then be used by other applications to provide a higher level processing,
making their result highly dependent on the quality of the normalization results obtained.
There is a bit of a confusion in the literature with respect to this task. We found at
least seven different ways of referring to it in the domain of NLP for health care: “term
identification”, “term normalization”, “term mapping”, “concept mapping”, “concept
recognition”, “concept identification”, and “semantic mapping”. In the more general
domain, it is also known as “entity linking”. It has also been somewhat misleadingly
called “Named Entity Recognition” (Demner-Fushman et al., 2009; Savova et al., 2010);
as Funk et al. (2014) point out, there do exist sophisticated named entity recognition
tools that address specific categories of terms, such as genes or diseases, but these
tools require annotated training data and cannot generically be applied to recognize
arbitrary terms for large, fine-grained vocabularies (Hunter and Cohen, 2006). Term
normalization, on the other hand, remains a very open research problem.
2.4.1 Standard workflow for term normalization
Term normalization typically takes three steps: term recognition, term classification,
and the assignment of a mapping or identity. Term recognition, also known as boundary
detection, is the process by which sequences of words are recognized as clinical terms; it
sets the boundaries that separate terms and non-terms. Term classification consists in
establishing the general category of the terms recognized, that is, saying whether they
are names of diseases, drugs, devices, and so on. The actual mapping links terms to
referent data sources like ontologies or thesaurus; by doing so, it assigns to each term a
unique identity. These steps can be merged and reordered (Krauthammer and Nenadic,
2004): some view term normalization as a named entity recognition and classification
task plus a disambiguation step; but, if term recognition is based on a dictionary or
database lookup, then the corresponding term identities can be obtained directly from
the matching entries, blurring the distinction between term classification and mapping.
2.4.2 Why is biomedical term normalization difficult
The challenges explained in Section 2.3.2 and displayed in Table 4 pose huge problems for
anyone attempting to apply NLP techniques to clinical text. If that were not enough, the
task of term normalization poses additional problems, namely “the extensive variability
of lexical term representations, term synonymy (when a concept is represented with
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several terms), and term homonymy (when a term has several meanings)” (Krauthammer
and Nenadic, 2004). These are the two defining characteristics of terms, as we have
already mentioned when desribing the UMLS Metathesaurus: terms can exemplify more
than one concept, in which case we say they are ambiguous terms —we must deal with
ambiguity; concepts can be realized by several terms, in which case we say that those
terms are synonymous —we must deal with lexical variability. It is often the case
that what is captured in terminological resources does not match the reality found in
free text. Thus, a tool that performs term normalization must be able to assign correct
senses to the terms it recognizes in order to achieve the best precision possible, and it
must be able to recognize terms in their varying forms in order to achieve the best recall
possible.
This work addresses the problem of ambiguity but not lexical variability. In the next
section, we present some approaches that have been employed to tackle ambiguity in the
biomedical domain.
2.4.3 Handling term ambiguity in the biomedical domain
The task of choosing the correct sense of a word or expression in a given context is
known as Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD). Approaches to WSD can be divided into
supervised or semi-supervised and knowledge-based (unsupervised) methods. The for-
mer two learn statistical models from real or synthetic data in order to assign a concrete
meaning to a term based on the context of its occurrence. They usually outperform
knowledge-base approaches.
For example, Pustejovsky et al. (2001) used a simple word-based vector space model
to disambiguate acronyms. First, they gathered abstracts that contained the ambiguous
acronyms and ordered them in collections by the meaning of the acronym. Then, new
abstracts with ambiguous acronyms were compared to each of these groups, by using
the tf*tdf weighting and cosine similarity. Finally, the meaning represented by the
group with higher similarity is assigned to all the occurrences of the acronym in the new
abstract. This approach resulted in 97.6% accuracy.
In Pakhomov (2002), Pakhomov used a maximum-entropy classifier on the sentence
level to assign the correct interpretation to an ambiguous acronym by using a context
of two tokens to the left and two to the right. Precision was in average almost 90%.
Savova et al. (2010) experimented with learning a classifier for WSD using stochastic
gradient decent as training algorithm and a modification of Huber’s loss as the loss
function. All the evaluations applying different feature sets to resolve 83 ambiguities
improved the majority sense baseline.
However, in many situations —such as this project—, it is impossible to gather or
create the data needed to train good models. Knowledge-based techniques, on the other
hand, do not require labeled training data. Among knowledge-based techniques for WSD
based on UMLS, we can mention the works by Agirre et al. (2010), McInnes (2008) and
Garla and Brandt (2013). The first is specially relevant, because here we implement a
little variation of their work. Let us explain their approach in some detail:
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Personalized PageRank Agirre et al. (2010) use Personalized PageRank (Haveli-
wala, 2002), which builds on the notion of PageRank (Brin and Page, 1998). PageRank
was originally conceived to rank web pages according to their relative structural impor-
tance. It uses a random walk model, where a random “surfer” starts at an arbitrary
web page and, at each step, clicks at random on a hyperlink of the page or navigates to
a completely unrelated web page. The PageRank score of a web page yields the prob-
ability that the random surfer is found in that page, assuming that the random walk
continues indefinitely.
PageRank is formalized by modeling web pages and the links between them as a graph
G that has N vertices or web pages (v1, . . . , vN) and, for a given vertex or webpage vi,
B(vi) is the set of vertices that point to it, that is, the set of web pages that contain a
link to vi. The PageRank, Rank, of vertex vi is then defined as:
Rank(vi) =
1− α
N
+ α
∑
vj∈B(vi)
Rank(vj)
Nj
(1)
where α is the so-called damping factor, a scalar value between 0 and 1, and and Nj
is the out-degree of vertex vj.
Personalized PageRank (Haveliwala, 2002) computes the structural importance of
the vertices in a graph when some vertices are more relevant than others for the task
at hand. Let M be a N × N stochastic matrix corresponding to the graph G, where a
matrix entry mij has the value 1/Nj if a link from vj to vi exists, and zero otherwise.
Let v be a stochastic normalized N × 1 vector whose elements are in 1/N . Then, the
PageRank Vector PPV over the graph G is given by
PPV = (1− α)v + αMPPV (2)
The key to personalizing PageRank is that v can be non-uniform and assign stronger
probabilities to certain vertices.
Agirre and Soroa (2009) exploit Personalized PageRank to perform sense disam-
biguation of a word in a given context by using a knowledge graph: they assign greater
importance to the vertices represented by the context words; then, the correct sense of
the word must be that represented with the vertex that is more activated among those
that represent the senses of the word. Their application is called UKB and is open
source16.
Agirre et al. (2010) showed that UKB can be used for WSD in the biomedical domain
using the UMLS as knowledge graph. They annotated with MetaMap —a reference tool
for biomedical term normaliation in English, introduced in the next section — a corpus
of biomedical article abstracts, without having MetaMap perform disambiguation but
returning annotation candidates; then, they initialized the graph for each ambiguous
word with a context consisting of the CUIs in a window of 20 terms, and choosing the
sense of the ambiguous words with the highest activation. In doing so, they outperformed
16https://github.com/ixa-ehu/ukb
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other, more elaborate, graph-based algorithms (Navigli and Lapata, 2007; Sinha and
Mihalcea, 2007; Tsatsaronis et al., 2007).
2.4.4 Existing tools and applications for biomedical term normalization
What follows is a description of some of the best -known tools for term normalization
in English and their reported evaluation results, if available, and also of some works for
term normalization in Spanish texts.
MetaMap (MM) Aronson (2001, 2006) is a highly configurable program that maps
biomedical text to the UMLS Metathesaurus, developed by Alan R. Aronson at the U.S.
National Library of Medicine (NLM). In particular, it was originally meant to improve
MEDLINE R© citation retrieval by enriching the articles’ abstracts and titles with UMLS
concept annotations. MM natively works with UMLS, but the optional data file builder17
allows MM to use any ontology, as long as they are formatted as UMLS database tables.
MM parses input text into noun phrases and generates variants (alternate spellings,
abbreviations, synonyms, inflections and derivations) from these using a “knowledge
intensive” technique: it feeds from the SPECIALIST Lexicon18, a large syntactic lexicon
of biomedical and general English. A candidate set of Metathesaurus terms containing
one of the variants is formed, and scores are computed on the strength of mapping from
the variants to each candidate term (see Section 3.3.5 for the actual function).
As of 2006, MM performs WSD to choose among candidates that score equally
well. According to Aronson (2006), “disambiguation is done by choosing the concept or
concepts having the most likely semantic type for the context in which the ambiguity
arises”. It is not clear, however, how it does it nor what happens when the candidates
have the same semantic type.
Aronson and Lang (2010) name among the strengths of MM its aggressive genera-
tion of word variants, the linguistically principled approach to the syntactic and lexical
analysis, and the evaluation metric for ranking the candidates. Its weaknesses are that
it only applies to English text, its speed —it has been said to be relatively slow—, and
the reduced accuracy in the presence of ambiguity.
As for the performance of MM, the earliest evaluations consisted of standard infor-
mation retrieval experiments. In Aronson et al. (1994), MEDLINE R© documents were
indexed with and without the concepts that MM found in them; retrieval of the doc-
uments indexed with the additional information improved by 4% as measured by 11-
point average precision; in Aronson and Rindflesch (1997), MM was used to augment
the queries as well as to aid the indexing process, improving retrieval by 14%.
In 2003, Pratt and Yetisgen-Yildiz (2003) compared the annotations of MM to those
by 6 people using 60 titles of articles from MEDLINE R© as dataset. They report a
precision and recall of 52.8% and 27.7%, respectively, when taking exact-matches only
as true positives; when allowing partial matches, recall increased by 40% and precision
17https://metamap.nlm.nih.gov/DataFileBuilder.shtml
18https://lexsrv3.nlm.nih.gov/LexSysGroup/Projects/lexicon/current/web/index.html
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by 17%. The main reason for disagreement between MM and the human annotators was
the UMLS Metathesaurus’ coverage; humans were not forced to restrict their annotations
to concepts in the UMLS Metathesaurus.
The next year, Divita et al. (2004) performed a pilot study that evaluated the per-
formance of MM against human annotators on two documents about genetic condition.
MM found about 53% of the concepts annotated by humans. The authors identified 13
reasons for MM missing the annotations, among which the most common were: infor-
mation being encoded implicitly in the text (i.e., MM does not make inferences from
contextual information), underspecification (i.e., annotators assigned broad terms for
specific ideas when narrower terms were not present in the UMLS Metathesaurus), def-
initional phrases, co-reference, and coordinating conjunctions. That is, most of the
failures stemmed from MM’s lack of understanding of the texts.
In 2005, Meystre and Haug (2005) evaluated MM with 160 clinical documents of
diverse nature (radiology reports, exam reports, and so on). MM’s results were compared
to annotations by 8 physicians; the reported precision and recall for detecting a set of
80 diseases were 76% and 74%, respectively.
One must bear in mind, in any case, that both MetaMap and the UMLS Metathe-
saurus are in constant change, so the same experiments with more recent versions of the
application and the knowledge base would most likely yield different results.
MedLEE (Friedman, 2000; Friedman et al., 1994) is one of the earliest English term
mapping system for the clinical domain, alongside MM. It was created by Carol Friedman
in collaboration with the Department of Biomedical Informatics at Columbia University.
It was originally meant to process radiology reports only, but it was extended later to
accommodate other types of clinical text as well. It works in three steps:
First, it parses the input text with a Prolog-interpretable context-free grammar and
a semantic lexicon to determine its structure and reduce the stylistic variation found
in natural language expressions. Then, it performs “phrase-regularization”: using a
mapping knowledge base automatically generated and maintained, contiguous and non-
contiguous expressions are combined and standardized to the appropriate regularized
forms. Finally, in the encoding phase, the standard forms are mapped “one-to-one” to
the controlled vocabulary by means of a synonym knowledge base. It appears, then,
that MedLEE tackles both the problems of linguistic variability and ambiguity through
a careful formulation of the grammars and the knowledge bases it depends upon.
In Friedman (2000), MedLEE is evaluated by measuring its precision and recall at
detecting the presence of four diseases in a collection of health records; the results were
70% recall and 87% accuracy.
NCBO Annotator is a web service provided by the National Center for Biomedical
Ontology (NCBO) that annotates textual data with ontology terms from the UMLS and
BioPortal ontologies. The input text is fed into a concept recognition tool, MGREP,
and annotations are produced. MGREP was developed at the University of Michigan.
The details of how it works are not clear (Stewart et al., 2012), publications on it being
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limited to the conference poster by Dai et al. (2008). Apparently, “it is much simpler
than MetaMap” (Aronson and Lang, 2010), and “it implements a novel radix-tree-based
data structure that enables fast and efficient matching of text against a set of dictionary
terms” (Jonquet et al., 2009). It has been compared to MM in several studies:
Shah et al. (2009) experimented with the task of large-scale indexing of online
biomedical resources. MM recognized more concepts but with a lower precision than
MGREP. MGREP also turned to be faster than MM. Bhatia et al. (2009) conclude as
well that MGREP has a clear edge over MM for large-scale applications.
Stewart et al. (2012) use MM and MGREP to process archives of the Pediatric Pain
Mailing List19. They observed again that MM makes more annotations (2,381 to 1,350),
while MGREP has a significantly higher precision (76.1% to 58.8%).
cTakes or clinical Text Analysis and Knowledge Extraction System (Savova et al.,
2010) is a comprehensive platform for performing many clinical information extraction
tasks, including mapping text to the UMLS Metathesaurus. They use dictionary lookup
techniques to recognize and identify clinical entities. As dictionary, they use SNOMED
CT R© and RxNORM20 —a clinical drugs terminology— enriched with UMLS synonyms
and a Mayo-maintained list of terms. They report that mapping to the UMLS accuracy
is high for exact span matches.
GALEN Carrero et al. (2008a,b) proposed a“Spanish MetaMap” that combines ma-
chine translation techniques with the use of MM. They proposed to first process the
Spanish texts with MM and a custom database that includes Spanish as well as En-
glish terms of the UMLS Metathesaurus; then, substitute the concepts found with their
respective CUIs and translate this new text to English using Google Translate; finally,
replace the CUIs inserted with their string representation in English, and find concepts
in it with the regular MM. Unfortunately, they did not apply this system to any task,
so performance scores cannot be reported.
Castro et al. (2010) in 2010, introduced a system very similar to MM but for Spanish
documents with the aim of retrieving SNOMED CT R© concepts based on a input phrase.
The system is a component of a bigger application, the Morpho-Semantic Tagging system
or MOSTAS (Iglesias et al., 2008). Term normalization is done by querying a Lucene
index of SNOMED-CT and reranking the candidates with a function of their own, that
is presented in Section 3.3.5. In order to evaluate the performance of this system, they
obtained a set of 100 health records manually tagged by two specialists with concepts
exclusively belonging to the “disruptions” or “procedures” branches in SNOMED CT R©.
For the exact-matching assessment, they report an average precision of 39% and a recall
of 0.65%. Partial matching increases precision to 71%, but recall is still 0.75% .
19http://pediatric-pain.ca/resources/pediatric-pain-mailing-list/
20https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/rxnorm/
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FreelingMed Oronoz et al. (2013) also aimed at processing clinical text in Spanish.
For this purpose, they used the Freeling analyzer (Carreras et al., 2004) and extended
its linguistic data with various knowledge sources: SNOMED CT R©, a list of medical
abbreviations (Yetano, 2003), Bot PLUS21 —yet another clinical drugs terminology, but
for Spanish— and ICD-9. Although this system does appear to assign unique identifiers
to some of the terms, the actual task that the tool is meant to perform is term recognition,
not term mapping. Actually, it does not perform sense disambiguation but returns the
possible identities of the terms recognized. Thus, it was accordingly evaluated: a group
of doctors and pharmacologists tagged manually drug names, diseases and substances in
100 health records that where split into training, developing and testing sets; the system
was assessed against the human annotations, counting as true positives approximate
matches of recognitions, not identities, allowed to differ by six positions to left and to
the right, as is the standard approach to these evaluations; the final result was 0.90 per
the F-measure.
21http://www.portalfarma.com/inicio/botplus20
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3 Description of the system
The major goal of this project has been to build a preliminary system (prototype) that
enriches a given text written in Spanish with annotations of concepts in the UMLS
Metathesaurus, taking into account that the texts given will most likely be excerpts of
medical narrative. This section is devoted to describe the system proposed: its different
modules, the third-party tools and resources that it depends upon, the inputs expected
and outputs generated, and other relevant details.
3.1 An overview
This section provides a general description of the prototype. Let us start with some
brief technical remarks:
• the entire program has been written in Java 8
• it deploys various third-party libraries and tools, among which we must highlight:
– Apache LuceneTM 22
– ixa-pipes (Agerri et al., 2016), a set of tools for NLP
– UKB (Agirre and Soroa, 2009), a collection of programs to perform unsuper-
vised word sense disambiguation based on a given knowledge base
• it expects plain text or XML files as input, and produces as output NAF (Fokkens
et al., 2014) or JSON files that contain, among other data, term normalization
annotations
• it can be run in several ways: as a TCP service or as a single-run process, reading
input and writing output from/to files or the standard input/output; it can also
be run as a web service
The system proposed consist of components executed in sequence to process the clinical
narrative. The overall preliminary architecture for the prototype is schematized in Figure
6. Before explaining how each module works separately in the subsequent sections, let
us define broadly how they interact, so that the system is able to receive plain text and
output normalized terms.
3.1.1 A tentative workflow
Let us describe the proposed processing flow by means of an example; take the input
text to be the following:
“lesio´n grave en rodilla dcha”
22https://lucene.apache.org/core/
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Figure 6: System architecture schema
First, the text received is analyzed in search of abbreviations and acronyms,
which are expanded to their corresponding full expressions. This is the only step that
aims at normalizing the text; we do not yet deal with misspellings, abnormal capitaliza-
tion nor punctuation, and so. In our example, this step would produce
“lesio´n grave en rodilla derecha”
Next, the system carries out low-level linguistic processing of the expanded text:
tokenization, part-of-speech tagging and, depending on the configuration chosen, con-
stituent parsing. It uses ixa-pipes tools (Agerri et al., 2016) to do so.
The linguistic information obtained serves then as basis to perform boundary de-
tection, that is, to recognize in the text spans or sequences of tokens that are likely to
be mapped to a medical concept. We explore two ways of doing so: by means of simply
extracting ngrams, or detecting nominal phrases using rules. For the sake of clarity, we
will henceforth refer to the nominal phrases and ngrams simply as “spans”.
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After identifying spans, the system attempts to find mapping candidates with the
UMLS Metathesaurus terms by lexical proximity —just not for all of the spans: the
mapping candidate generation algorithm has been designed so that longer spans
are prioritized and, in case of not finding satisfactory candidates, smaller spans are
tested. To be more specific,
1. the system first orders the spans by subsumption creating oriented trees:
2. Then, it generates candidate mappings for each root of the trees and its direct
children. Following the example, it would generate candidate mappings for “lesio´n
grave en rodilla derecha”, “lesio´n grave en rodilla”, and “lesio´n en rodilla derecha”.
3. If any of the children get a better mapping than their parent, then the candidates
found for the parent span are ruled out, and the algorithm is repeated recur-
rently for the children nodes. That is, if either “lesio´n grave en rodilla” or “lesio´n
en rodilla derecha” has a mapping better than those for “lesio´n grave en rodilla
derecha”, then the system would discard the candidates for the latter and search
new ones for “lesio´n grave”, “lesio´n en rodilla”, and “rodilla derecha”.
4. If a parent has a mapping better than any of its children’s, the mappings found
for the parent are accepted as candidates and the system does not attempt to map
any of its descendants. Then, if “lesio´n grave en rodilla” had a better mapping
than those of its children, namely “lesion grave” and “lesio´n en rodilla”, the system
would discard the candidates of the latter two and would not attempt to map their
respective children “grave”, “lesio´n” nor “rodilla”.
Following this algorithm, spans that overlap can be annotated with different concepts,
but not spans that are nested within a bigger one. But, how does the system generate
candidate mappings? What makes one candidate better than another?
Candidate generation is performed by the matching module. We have created an
Apache LuceneTM index of the 2016AA version of UMLS Metathesaurus that the system
queries with spans; the result of a query is a collection of candidate Metahesaurus terms,
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which are in turn related to one or more CUIs and a relevance score provided by Lucene:
the higher this score, the more relevant the result is with respect to the query, thus a
better candidate according to Lucene.
The scoring module re-ranks the candidates retrieved, that is, it assigns new scores
to the candidates using a function other than that of Lucene’s. We explore two such
functions: the one by Castro et al. (2010), and the one by Aronson (2001) implemented
in MetaMap. Furthermore, a threshold can be applied to discard candidates with low
scores.
At this point, a span can have zero, one or multiple mapping candidates. Then,
a) if no candidate is available, one must conclude that either the span in question was
never a term in the first place, or that it is a term but does not have an explicit
or convincing enough mapping to the UMLS Metathesaurus.
b) if one candidate is available, the system takes its CUI as a mapping for the span.
c) if more than one is available, the system takes the CUI of the one scored highest.
d) a trickier situation is when more than one candidate become tied in first position;
the system needs to carry out a disambiguation process in order to choose the
correct mapping. It resorts to UKB for this purpose. For comparison purposes,
the system can also perform disambiguation randomly, by choosing the first of the
candidate list, or do not perform it at all, that is, do not assign any mapping to
ambiguous spans.
Finally, the mappings are gathered in the output file and displayed to the user.
3.1.2 Parametrization
There are several settings of the application that users can control through a PROPER-
TIES file or through call parameters when run as a web service:
• whether to detect and normalize abbreviations,
• whether to consider ngrams or nominal phrases as spans,
• the maximum length (in tokens) of the spans,
• the maximum amount of Lucene results considered per span,
• whether to perform re-ranking of candidates (and with which function),
• the threshold that invalidates candidates,
• whether to perform concept disambiguation (and how), and
• the format of output files.
The following table shows the accepted values:
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Param Description Values
abbr Enables abbreviation normalization true, false
bound Determines which boundary detection tech-
nique is used
ngram, phrase
length Specifies the maximum length (in tokens) of the
ngrams or phrases
int > 0
max Specifies the maximum amount of Lucene re-
sults considered per query
int > 0
score Determines which reranking method is used —
if none is chosen, the system uses the score given
by Lucene
aronson, castro, perez, -
thresh Specifies the minimun weight a candidate must
have to be accepted
float ≥ .0
disamb Determines which disambiguation method is
used — if none is chosen, the system simply
skips ambiguous ngrams or phrases
ukb, rand, first, -
format Determines the format of the output files naf, json
Table 5: System parameters and possible values
3.1.3 The output: NAF and JSON files
Abbreviations and UMLS annotations are encoded in NAF files as external references
of term elements. Figure 7 shows the NAF output produced when parsing “lesio´n grave
de rodilla derecha”.
Abbreviations contain their expanded meaning as the value of the reference at-
tribute. UMLS annotations have the CUI as the value of the reference attribute and
the UMLS source of the annotation as the value of the source attribute. When annota-
tions are made of terms that do not exist in the terms layer after part-of-speech tagging,
a new term is inserted.
The output encoded in JSON files contain less information than NAF files do; it was
implemented mainly to facilitate creating the demonstration webpage (Appendix C).
3.2 Resources
In this section, the reader will learn about the three main resources that the application
depends upon: the Lucene index of the UMLS Metathesaurus, and the dictionary and
graph for UKB disambiguation.
3.2.1 The UMLS index
We use Apache LuceneTM in order to be able to make fast searches in the UMLS Metathe-
saurus. An index has been created of the 2016AA version of the Metathesaurus, where
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<terms>
<!--lesio´n-->
<term id="t1" type="open" lemma="lesio´n" pos="N" morphofeat="NCFS000">
<span>
<target id="w1" />
</span>
</term>
<!--grave-->
<term id="t2" type="open" lemma="grave" pos="G" morphofeat="AQ0CS0">
<span>
<target id="w2" />
</span>
</term>
<!--en-->
<term id="t3" type="close" lemma="en" pos="P" morphofeat="SPS00">
<span>
<target id="w3" />
</span>
</term>
<!--rodilla-->
<term id="t4" type="open" lemma="rodilla" pos="N" morphofeat="NCFS000">
<span>
<target id="w4" />
</span>
</term>
<!--dcha-->
<term id="t5" type="open" lemma="dcho" pos="G" morphofeat="AQ0FS0">
<span>
<target id="w5" />
</span>
<externalReferences>
<externalRef resource="Yetano.2003" reference="derecha" />
</externalReferences>
</term>
<!--lesio´n en rodilla-->
<term id="t6" lemma="lesio´n_en_rodilla">
<span>
<target id="w1" />
<target id="w3" />
<target id="w4" />
</span>
<externalReferences>
<externalRef resource="UMLS-2016AA" reference="C0022744" source="MDRSPA" />
</externalReferences>
</term>
<!--rodilla dcha-->
<term id="t7" lemma="rodilla_derecha">
<span>
<target id="w4" />
<target id="w5" />
</span>
<externalReferences>
<externalRef resource="UMLS-2016AA" reference="C0230431" source="SCTSPA" />
</externalReferences>
</term>
</terms>
Figure 7: Example of enriched terms layer in a NAF file
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{
"terms": [
{"id": "t1", "wf": "lesio´n", "lemma": "lesio´n", "pos": "N", "morphofeat": "NCFS000",
"offset": 0, "length": 6, "sent": 1, "para": 1},
{"id": "t2", "wf": "grave", "lemma": "grave", "pos": "G", "morphofeat": "AQ0CS0",
"offset": 7, "length": 5, "sent": 1, "para": 1},
{"id": "t3", "wf": "en", "lemma": "en", "pos": "P", "morphofeat": "SPS00",
"offset": 13, "length": 2, "sent": 1, "para": 1},
{"id": "t4", "wf": "rodilla", "lemma": "rodilla", "pos": "N", "morphofeat": "NCFS000",
"offset": 16, "length": 7, "sent": 1, "para": 1},
{"id": "t5", "wf": "dcha", "lemma": "dcho", "pos": "G", "morphofeat": "AQ0FS0",
"offset": 24, "length": 4, "sent": 1, "para": 1}
],
"bioConcepts": [
{
"id": "bc1",
"ci": "C0022744",
"source": "MDRSPA",
"references": [[ "t1", "t3", "t4" ]]
},
{
"id": "bc2",
"ci": "C0230431",
"source": "SCTSPA",
"references": [[ "t4", "t5" ]]
}
],
"abbreviations": [
{
"id": "abb1",
"meanings": ["derecha"],
"references": [["t5"]]
}
]
}
Figure 8: Example of output in JSON format
each entry represents a term of the Metathesaurus and contains the following informa-
tion: the term itself, the normalized term, its CUI and its source.
The normalized string is obtained after erasing spurious parenthetical content, punc-
tuation, and stopwords. The list of the spurious parenthetical content has been added
as an appendix (A); it has been curated manually after studying the Metathesaurus and
can certainly be optimized. As for the stopwords, we consider 303 common Spanish
words except “no”, “sin” and “con” (no, without, and with, respectively) because they
alter the polarity of expressions, which is important to capture in the medical domain.
Not all the terms and concepts in the Metathesaurus have been indexed, only those
that
1. are in Spanish,
2. do not belong to LOINC R©,
3. are shorter than 15 tokens,
4. are not obsolete or suppressible according to the Metahesaurus,
5. do not consist of a single character,
6. do not consist of just numbers, and
7. do not consist of only stopwords.
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LOINC R© terms look typically like “especie de Thrichomonas:nu´mero areico:punto en
el tiempo:sedimento urinario:cuantitativo:microscopia.de luz.campo de gran aumento”,
so they are not suited for the task at hand.
The original complete Metathesaurus (version 2016AA) has 3,250,226 concepts and
10,586,865 terms. The subset in Spanish consist of 412,831 concepts and 982,565 terms.
After applying the filters listed, we are left with 352,075 concepts and 546,309 terms. Let
us analyze the amount of ambiguity (or homonymy) and lexical variability (or synonymy)
captured in our index.
Terms can occur more than once in the index. Each occurrence represents a distinct
sense of the term: it relates the term to a different CUI. That is, terms that occur more
than once are ambiguous. The index contains such 2,147 terms (that is, 99.6% of the
terms are unambiguous):
# of senses # of terms
1 544,162
2 2,041
3 75
4 14
5 4
6 3
7 3
8 2
9 1
10 2
15 1
16 1
total: 546,309
Table 6: Sense counts of terms indexed
As can be seen, most ambiguous terms have 2 senses, but there are also terms related
to 10 or more different CUIs. These are the most ambiguous terms:
# of senses term
16 limitacio´n funcion/minusval´ıa
15 con injerto auto´logo (incluye obtencio´n del injerto)
10 con manipulacio´n
10 con anestesia
9 con aloinjerto
8 dia´metro de la lesio´n de 1.1 a 2.0 cm
8 dia´metro de la lesio´n de 0.6 a 1.0 cm
Table 7: The 7 most ambiguous terms in the UMLS index
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None of these terms looks ambiguous in the traditional sense; most of them actually
seem to express highly accurate ideas. A closer look reveals that the source of all these
terms is the Spanish translation of the Current Procedural Terminology (CPT R©), and
that the English counterparts are not ambiguous at all. Let us illustrate this with an
example; below are 3 of the 9 senses for the term “con aloinjerto” (with allograft) – we
give the CUI that represents each sense, and some terms in English that exemplify them:
“con aloninjerto”
CUI English terms
C0370857 “Excision or curettage of bone cyst or benign tumor of clavicle or scapula;
with allograft”, “Removal of bone lesion”
C0370860 “Excision or curettage of bone cyst or benign tumor of proximal humerus;
with allograft”, “Removal of humerus lesion”
C0370901 ‘Excision or curettage of bone cyst or benign tumor, humerus; with allo-
graft”, “Remove/graft bone lesion”
As can be seen, these concepts do have different referents in fact, but for some reason
that we have not been able to clarify, in the Spanish translation all of them have been
represented with a single term that only captures what all them have in common: “with
allograft”. In theory, terms in different languages that realize the same concept in the
Metathesaurus should be translations of each other; this example shows that it is not
always the case. It also shows that much of the ambiguity that has to be dealt with when
working with the UMLS has been introduced artificially: ambiguity in natural language
is usually easy to resolve by humans, we do it all the time without even realizing in the
majority of cases; but a situation where someone infers from “with allograft” that the
speaker is referring to the therapeutic procedures excision or curettage, specifically of
bone cyst or a benign tumor, and in the humerus as opposed to the clavicle or scapula
is hard to imagine.
This is not to say that all the ambiguities in the index are of the type just explained.
Most of the ambiguous terms are assigned a few senses, typically not more than two or
three, and are more of the kind that one would expect when dealing with ambiguity in
natural language. Here are a few examples:
“recto”
CUI English terms
C0034896 “rectum”
C0445291 “straight”
C0370860 “belching”, “burping”, “eructation”
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“abultamiento”
CUI English terms
C0038999 “Part of body puffy”, “Swelling”
C0370860 “Abdomen feels bloated”, “TYMPANITES”
“boca”
CUI English terms
C0230028 “Mouth region”, “Oral part of face”
C0370860 “Bucal cavity”, “Cavitas orias”
Looking at the normalized versions of the terms, the count of distinct terms goes
down to 538,026 but ambiguous terms increase up to 9,973, that is, 2% of the normalized
terms are ambiguous (Table 8). This occurs because removing spurious parenthetical
content and stop words from the terms can erase the differences between terms that
were previously distinct.
# of senses # of terms
1 528,077
2 9,563
3 320
4 47
5 13
6 9
7 8
8 4
9 2
10 3
11 2
16 2
Total: 538,026
Table 8: Sense counts of normalized terms indexed
Regarding lexical variability, the term-to-concept ratio in the index is 1.55, that is,
for every concept indexed we have 1.55 terms that refer to it. The actual distribution of
terms per concept is shown in Table 9. Again, most of the concepts have just one term
associated (66.6% of the concepts) or only a few, but there are concepts realized by more
than 20 different terms, up to a maximum of 59. Just out of curiosity, the concept with
59 terms is C0028470, which is defined as “Agents capable of exerting a harmful effect
on the body”; some of the terms indexed for this concept are “Agente Biolo´gico Nocivo”,
“Agente Biolo´gico Perjudicial para la Salud”, “Agente Etiolo´gico F´ısico”, “Agente F´ısico
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Nocivo”, “Agente Biolo´gico Nocivo”, ”Agentes Pato´genos Biolo´gicos”, and so on. That
is, they result from the combination of four or five phrases in their singular and plural
form. As such, we can say that this concepts is quite well covered for the possible ways
in which it can appear in narrative text. Unfortunately, we have seen that this is a rare
case in our knowledge base.
3.2.2 UKB graph and dictionary
UKB is a collection of programs to perform unsupervised word sense disambiguation
based on a given knowledge base (KB) in the form of a graph, where the vertices are
concepts and edges are relations between the concepts. Additionally, UKB needs a
dictionary that associates terms to one or more concept of the KB.
The KB for this project contains all the relations in the 2016AA Metathesaurus that
have as origin and target concepts included in our UMLS index. For each relation, we
indicate the source CUI, target CUI, the direction of the relation, and its type, but do
not assign any weight at the moment to relations. Overall, the graph consists of 352,075
vertices and 8,381,482 edges. That is, all the concepts indexed participate in one relation
at least. As for the dictionary, it simply maps each term in the UMLS index to their
CUI or CUIs, in the case of those that are ambiguous.
3.3 Modules
This section describes the separate modules that constitute the system proposed.
3.3.1 Abbreviation and acronym expansion
The tool employed to identify abbreviation- or acronym-like elements in texts was de-
veloped by Montoya (forthcoming) as part of his Master’s Thesis. We will not elaborate
on the details of this tool since it is not the focus of this project, but refer the reader to
Montoya’s work for more information; let it suffice to say here that it exploits a set of
rules and a 2,312-item long list of abbreviation/acronym and corresponding expansions,
curated after manual annotations by health care professionals. The abbreviations and
acronyms in the list are taken to be unambiguous, that is, each has a unique expansion
and is substituted directly with that expansion whenever detected in a text.
3.3.2 NLP pipeline
The NLP module performs tokenization, part-of-speech tagging and constituent parsing.
It uses ixa-pipes tools (Agerri et al., 2016) to do so.
A set of 1,080 sentences of clinical narrative have been annotated with ixa-pipes-pos
and manually corrected in order to assess its performance. Table 10 shows the results.
As can be seen, accuracy drops by more than 15% as compared to the results obtained
when tested on a subset of the Ancora Spanish 3.023 corpus. It has been observed that
23http://clic.ub.edu/corpus/en
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# of terms # of concepts
1 243,459
2 68,865
3 21,223
4 8,401
5 3,821
6 2,095
7 1,540
8 900
9 533
10 352
11 255
12 180
13 128
14 84
15 53
16 45
17 29
18 29
19 20
20 16
21 12
22 8
23 6
24 6
25 1
26 2
27 1
28 3
31 1
32 1
33 2
34 1
35 1
36 1
59 1
Total: 352,075
Table 9: Term counts per concept indexed
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the tagger has problems specially with uppercase expressions and sentences that start
with noun phrases without articles.
Ancora Clinical
# of sentences 3,383 1,080
# of tokens 101,385 10,821
# of tags 256 148
accuracy 95.82% 80.29%
Table 10: Evaluation of the ixa-pipes part-of-speech tagger in clinical text
3.3.3 Boundary detection
The purpose of this module is to extract from the text spans or sequences of tokens
that potentially can be mapped to a medical concept. It expects as input the linguistic
information obtained about the text from the NLP module; it returns token sequences
or “spans” as output. In this work we explore two ways of doing this: the first simply
consists in extracting ngrams of different sizes; the second is a rule-based algorithm
to extract nominal phrases. The motivation for implementing such an algorithm is to
maximize recall by means of extracting discontinuous spans as well. That is, its aim
is to extract, for example, the spans in Figure 9 (repeated here for convenience) when
given the text “acude por lesio´n grave en rodilla derecha”. It does so by traversing the
constituent trees received.
Figure 9: Example of a span tree
3.3.4 Matching
The aim of this module is to retrieve for a given span relevant results from the UMLS
index presented in Section 3.2.1, that is, to generate candidate mappings. A relevant
result is one which contains a normalized term that is lexically similar to the span
without stopwords. A query can return zero, one or more results. Each of these results
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retrieved contains the following information: a CUI, the term, and the source in the
UMLS Metathesaurus. Additionally, Lucene assigns a score to each result; the higher
the score, the more relevant the result is supposed to be.
For instance, given the span “lesio´n grave”, the results obtained would be:
score CUI term
11.04 C1282312 lesio´n craneoencega´lica grave
6.50 C0588018 prevencio´n de una lesio´n permanente grave de la salud f´ısica/mental
de la embarazada
In the case of “lesio´n de rodilla”, the top 15 results would be these:
score CUI term
11.92 C0022744 Lesio´n de rodilla
10.00 C0022744 lesio´n trauma´tica de la rodilla
10.00 C0160991 lesio´n trauma´tica por aplastamiento de la rodilla
10.00 C0160991 Lesio´n por aplastamiento de la rodilla
10.00 C0187904 reseccio´n de lesio´n en articulacio´n de rodilla
10.00 C0347548 lesio´n superficial de la rodilla
10.00 C0410093 lesio´n de ligamentos de la regio´n de la rodilla
10.00 C0410095 lesio´n de la ca´psula de la regio´n de la rodilla
10.00 C0433113 lesio´n cerrada por aplastamiento, rodilla
10.00 C0433147 lesio´n por desollamiento de rodilla
10.00 C0451979 lesio´n de varias estructuras de la rodilla
10.00 C0877583 lesio´n trauma´tica de ligamento de la rodilla
8.79 C0160989 lesio´n trauma´tica por aplastamiento, rodilla y pierna
8.79 C0188300 destruccio´n local de lesio´n de articulacio´n de la rodilla
8.79 C0410084 lesio´n de partes blandas de la regio´n de la rodilla
If the span were “fin de semana”, the result obtained would be:
score CUI term
17.33 C0556334 bebedor de fin de semana
17.33 C0581045 visita durante el fin de semana
10.20 C0269662 hiperemesis grav´ıdica antes del fin de la semana 22 de gestacio´n con
deplecio´n de carbohidratos
10.20 C0269663 hiperemesis grav´ıdica antes del fin de la semana 22 de gestacio´n con
deshidratacio´n
10.20 C0269664 hiperemesis grav´ıdica antes del fin de la semana 22 de gestacio´n con
la desequilibrio electrol´ıtico
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Notice how Lucene assings a much higher score to “bebedor de fin de semana” when
queried with “fin de semana” than to “Lesio´n de rodilla” when queried with “lesio´n de
rodilla”. Lucene’s score does not measure the lexical similarity between the indexed
entries and the query; it does measure the relevance of an indexed entry with respect to
the query and in contrast to the rest of the entries in the index.
3.3.5 Candidate scoring
This module overrides the scores given by Lucene to a collection of candidate mappings
for a span. It also applies a threshold given by the user in order to discard candidates
with scores lower than desired. As a result, three scenarios are possible: that none of
the candidates passes the filter, that only one passes the filter, or that more than one
pass it.
In this work we implement two scoring functions of varying complexity. The first one
is used in Castro et al. (2010); we will henceforth refer to this function as scoreCastro or
simply Castro. The second one is by Aronson (2001), the one implemented in MetaMap;
we will henceforth refer to this function as scoreAronson or Aronson.
Before describing each function, let us first define some notation that will come
handy, since it is used in all of them:
q is the text span used to query the index
r is the Metathesaurus term retrieved from the index
γ is the amount of tokens that match between q and r
w/s means “without stopwords”
If q were “clear cell” and r were “clear cell cystadenocarcinoma of the ovary”, γ would be
2 because two tokens participate in both terms: “clear” and “cell”. rw/s would typically
look like “clear cell cystadenocarcinoma ovary”.
Castro. The function is based on that proposed by Patrick et al. (2007). In their study,
the authors retrieved concepts directly from SNOMED-CT and proposed a formula
where the score was equal to the number of tokens used in all matches divided by the
number of tokens in the total input stream. Castro et al. where concerned that this
formula did not take into account the length of the retrieved string, so they propose this:
scoreCastro =
γ2
length(qw/s)× length(rw/s) (3)
The result always ranges from 0.0 to 1.0, 1.0 being the best score possible. In our
previous example, given that γ = 2, length(qw/s) = 2 and length(rw/s) = 4, then
scoreCastro = 2
2/(2× 4) = 0.5.
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Aronson. This function tries to encode more information in the result. It is a weighted
average of four measures:
scoreAronson =
centrality + variation+ coverage× 2 + involvement× 2
6
(4)
where
centrality =
{
1, if r involves the syntactic head of q
0, otherwise
(5)
variation =
4
distance+ 4
(6)
coverage =
(
2
3
× span(r)
length(r)
)
+
(
1
3
× span(q)
length(q)
)
(7)
involvement =
γ
length(qw/s)
(8)
The distance of r is the sum of the distance values for each step taken during variant
generation; the values for each step are shown in Table 11. variation does not contribute
much in our system, because we do not generate variants, and so distance always has
value 0.
Variant type Distance value
spelling 0
inflectional 1
synonym or acronym/abbreviation 2
derivational 3
Table 11: Variant distances of MetaMap’s scoring function (Aronson, 2001)
The span of either r or q is the number of words participating in the match, ignoring
gaps; that is, the number of tokens from the first word participating to the last word
participating, both included.
The result always ranges from 0.0 to 1.0, 1.0 being the best score possible. Let
us calculate this score for the example where q = “clear cell” and q = “clear cell cys-
tadenocarcinoma of the ovary”: centrality = 1 because the head of q is “cell” and q
contains “cell”; variation = 4/(0 + 4) = 1; coverage = (2/3×2/2) + (1/3×2/7) = 0.76;
involvemenet = 2/2 = 1. Thus, scoreAronson = (1 + 1 + 0.76× 2 + 1× 2)/6 = 0.92.
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3.3.6 Disambiguation
This module is only invoked when a span has more than one winning mapping candidate
with the same score. Note that not only ambiguous terms provoke this situations —
which they do, inevitably—; because of the scoring functions explained in the previous
section, different terms can also receive the same score. That is, two sources of ambiguity
come into play: the first is given by the Metathesaurus, when it assings different CUIs
to the same term. The second is produced during runtime and depends on the scoring
function used: it is possible that two different terms receive the same score. All the
same, the system needs to choose only one mapping. It does so using UKB.
The algorithm behind UKB is Personalized PageRank, which has been explained
before in Section 2.4.3. A possible application would be, as in Agirre et al. (2010), to
first map all the non-ambiguous terms in the text and then use those as context to assign
a CUI to the ambiguous one. Here we explore a somewhat different approach. Because
initializing the graph is quite expensive, we want to do it as early in the processing
chain as possible, and we want to do it just once. The context here consists simply of
the tokens in the text (without stopwords); the system is able to provide this information
as early as the NLP module is done. When the disambiguation module is put to work,
it just chooses the CUI with highest activation among the mapping candidates in the
PageRank vector.
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4 Evaluation
No corpus of EHR texts in Spanish exists annotated manually with UMLS Metathesaurus
concepts. No tool is openly available either for term normalization in the biomedical do-
main in Spanish. Hence, in an attempt to evaluate our preliminary system, we compare
its performance indirectly to that of MetaMap’s in two different English-Spanish paral-
lel corpora. The first corpus is a subset of the Scielo corpus made available by Neves
et al. (2016). The second is a small set of EHRs, some obtained by Vicomtech-IK4 in
the framework of the SEMANHIS project (Gaitek 2015, IG-2015/0001027) and others
collected from the Internet, all manually translated.
Scielo EHR
es en es en
# documents 1,895 1,895 18 18
# words 26,490 23,374 23,311 21,093
Table 12: Description of the evaluation corpora
It must be clarified that what follows does not provide performance scores of the
separate modules. That is, we have not been able to evaluate none of the modules on
their own. As a preliminary work, we evaluate the entire pipeline and, by combining
different configurations, we hope to gain some insight about the modules as individual
processes.
4.1 Evaluation framework
The procedure for all the experiments is the same: on the one hand, the Spanish corpus
is processed with our system and the English corpus with MetaMap (MM). In order
to make comparable annotations, the knowledge source of MM has been reduced with
the data file builder so that both systems can annotate only the same 352,075 concepts
in the UMLS index. Additionally, MM’s configuration is set to ignore the word order
inside the spans (because our system does) and to perform WSD.
By the evaluations of MM presented earlier, we can safely assume that between a
quarter and a half of the annotations made by MM are wrong, and that it misses around a
quarter and a half of the entities in the text. As a consequence, MM’s annotations cannot
be taken as a Gold Standard, and we cannot calculate precision and recall; instead, we
report the agreement between both systems by means of Cohen’s Kappa coefficient
(Cohen, 1960). We are aware of the fact that this evaluation is just a first attempt to
measure the performance of our prototype (in Spanish) with respect to a mature system
such as MM (in English). High agreement does not indicate good performance, nor
does low agreement indicate bad performance. We do not report statistical significance.
We cannot conclude from the results whether the prototype performs well or not. The
agreement values reported should just be taken as cues or hints for the differences in
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performance between the possible configurations of the modules. We provide a manual
error and disagreement analysis in Section 4.4 in an attempt to elucidate these issues.
The formula for Cohen’s kappa coefficient, κ, is
κ =
po − pe
1− pe (9)
where po is the proportion of units in which annotators agree (i.e., the observed
agreement) and pe is the proportion in which agreement is expected by chance (i.e.,
chance agreement). Alternatively, it can be formulated in frequencies as
κ =
fo − fe
N − fe (10)
where fo is the units in which annotators agree, fe is the amount of agreement
expected by chance, and N is the total amount of units annotated. In our framework,
the units are the 352,075 concepts in the index; MM and our system agree only when
both say that a given concept is present in the input document or when both say that
it is not present. N , then, is 352,075 times the document amount of the corpora.
There is no universally accepted interpretation of Cohen’s kappa as to what is con-
sidered high or low agreement. Landis and Koch (1977) proposed the following, which
is widely cited, but has no evidential grounding:
k < 0.00 No agreement
0.00 ≤ k ≤ 0.20 Slight agreement
0.21 ≤ k ≤ 0.40 Fair agreement
0.41 ≤ k ≤ 0.60 Moderate agreement
0.61 ≤ k ≤ 0.80 Substantial agreement
0.81 ≤ k ≤ 1.00 Almost perfect agreement
The standard error of k, σk, is given by
σk =
√
po (1− po)
N (1− pe) =
√
fo (N − fo)
N (N − fe)2
(11)
Cohen (1960) also formulated the significance of the difference between two indepen-
dent ks, z, but it cannot be applied to our experiments because they are no independent.
z =
k1 − k2√
σ2k1 + σ
2
k2
(12)
4.2 Evaluation on the Scielo Corpus
In this set of experiments, the corpus for annotation consists of parallel titles and ab-
stracts of biomedical scientific literature. Specifically, a subset of 2,000 documents was
retrieved from Spanish-English Scielo Corpus Neves et al. (2016), and manually revised,
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resulting in 1,895 parallel documents. The English documents are on average 12.33
words-longs; their Spanish counterparts are 14 words-long on average.
The experimentation is incremental: first, the difference between using the rule-
based boundary match as opposed to pure ngrams is observed. Then, the different re-
ranking scores are tested; finally, we experiment with UKB and the other disambiguation
baselines. All the experiments are performed on the same corpus; one can think of this as
the development dataset, and as the test dataset the one in the next section, Evaluation
on EHRs.
Experiment A: Boundary detection
In order to compare the two boundary detection methods proposed, we have annotated
the corpus with the system configured in the following two ways: one uses ngram-based
detection (“ngram detection”) and the other our noun-phrase detector (“phrase detec-
tion”); none of the two perform re-ranking of the candidates nor discards candidates by
means of a threshold (the scoring function is “lucene(.0)”), and to perform disambigua-
tion they use the first candidate in the list (the disambiguation method is “first”). The
results of the agreement of these two systems with MM are shown in Table 13.
disambiguation
method
scoring
function
ngram
detection
phrase
detection
first lucene(.0) 0.304 ± 0.006 0.288 ± 0.006
Table 13: k between MetaMap and the system proposed affected by segmentation
In this experiment we obtain fair agreement with MM with any of the two boundary
detection methods. Phrase-based detection yields somewhat less agreement with MM.
Experiment B: Candidate ranking
disambiguation
method
scoring
function
ngram
detection
phrase
detection
first
lucene(.0) 0.304 ± 0.006 0.288 ± 0.006
aronson(.5) 0.309 ± 0.006 0.288 ± 0.006
castro(.7) 0.375 ± 0.006 0.352 ± 0.006
Table 14: k between MetaMap and the system proposed affected by segmentation and
candidate ranking
Next, we would like to know how the different functions for candidate re-scoring and
thresholds affect the results. First, for each candidate scoring function, namely Aronson
and Castro, the corpus has been annotated using ngram boundary detection and “first”
disambiguation, and thresholds ranging from 0.0 to 1.0 applied in each case. The same
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Figure 10: Threshold and k each scoring function
has been done with no re-ranking at all (“lucene”), but applying thresholds from 1.0 to
20.0 (since Lucene’s results are not normalized to a range between 0 and 1). The results
are shown in Figure 10.
The best agreement with MM is achieved using Castro with a threshold at 0.7: k is
0.375, that is 7 points more of agreement with respect to not re-ranking nor discarding
candidates at all —still fair agreement with MM. Aronson does not seem to improve the
agreement with MM reached by the simpler system.
The thresholds that yield the highest agreements for each re-scoring functions are: 0.0
for “lucene”, 0.5 for Aronson, and 0.7 for Castro. With these winning configurations,
we have performed the experiments with the noun-phrase boundary detector as well.
Results are shown in Table 14. As can be seen, ngrams always yield a slightly better
agreement with MM.
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Experiment C: Disambiguation
In order to check whether our application of UKB contributes to the overall performance
of the system, we compare it to other three simpler ways of disambiguation: choosing
the first candidate of the list (“first”), choosing randomly from the list (“random”), and
not choosing any candidate at all (“skip”). We have annotated the corpus with these
methods, for each of the best scoring-threshold pairs in the previous experiment, and
for each of the two boundary detection methods. The results are shown in Table 15.
desambiguation
method
scoring
function
ngram
detection
phrase
detection
skip
lucene(.0) 0.360 ± 0.006 0.340 ± 0.006
aronson(.5) 0.359 ± 0.007 0.339 ± 0.007
castro(.7) 0.390 ± 0.006 0.366 ± 0.006
first
lucene(.0) 0.304 ± 0.006 0.288 ± 0.006
aronson(.5) 0.309 ± 0.006 0.288 ± 0.006
castro(.7) 0.375 ± 0.006 0.352 ± 0.006
random
lucene(.0) 0.323 ± 0.006 0.304 ± 0.006
aronson(.5) 0.331 ± 0.006 0.308 ± 0.006
castro(.7) 0.398 ± 0.006 0.372 ± 0.006
UKB
lucene(.0) 0.343 ± 0.006 0.328 ± 0.005
aronson(.5) 0.349 ± 0.006 0.330 ± 0.006
castro(.7) 0.412 ± 0.006 0.387 ± 0.006
Table 15: k between MetaMap and the system proposed affected by segmentation, can-
didate ranking and disambiguation method
Indeed, the best agreement with MM is achieved using UKB with Castro re-ranking
at threshold 0.7, and, as always, with ngram-based boundary detection. Agreement is
improved by almost 11 points with respect to our first system (“first” disambiguation, re-
ranking with “lucene(.0)”), achieving moderate agreement with MM. Most interestingly,
using UKB improves agreement with respect to “skip” disambiguation as well, which
means that with UKB we can annotate more CUIs and improve agreement at the same
time. This is illustrated in Figure 11.
The figure shows for each combination of scoring method and disambiguation the
amount of CUIs annotated and the agreement reached with MM. There is a conspicuous
gap between using Lucene’s score or Aronson, and using Castro. The former produce
around 3 annotations per document (on a total of 1895 documents) and a poorer agree-
ment with MM. Furthermore, using UKB with Lucene or Aronson also yields worse
agreement with MM as compared to skipping ambiguous spans. With Castro, on the
other hand, around 2 annotations per document are produced, and the agreement im-
proves when using UKB as compared to skipping ambiguous spans.
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Figure 11: k and amount of CUIs annotated per scoring function and disambiguation
method in the Scielo corpus
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Figure 12: k and amount of CUIs annotated per scoring function and boundary detection
method in the Scielo corpus
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In Figure 12, results are shown for each combination of boundary detection method
and disambiguation method. It is just to visualize how ngrams always yield a slightly
better agreement with MM; the data points are actually the same of Figure 12.
4.3 Evaluation on EHRs
In order to evaluate the system in real EHRs, we have manually created a parallel corpus
of such documents. On the one hand it contains 10 EHR excerpts, originally in Spanish,
from a corpus of records obtained in the framework of the SEMANHIS Project. These
records are 503 tokens-long on average. They have been translated to English manually.
On the other hand, we have collected 8 health records in English from the Internet24.
These records are 2,023 tokens-long on average and have been translated to Spanish,
manually as well. In the translation process, misspellings have been corrected, so the
following experiments cannot be taken to mirror a real use case scenario in this sense.
With the corpus just described, we have replicated Experiment C in the previous
section. The results are shown in Table 16, and Figures 13 and 14. As can be seen,
the results follow the same pattern as with the Scielo Corpus, in spite of being quite
different texts, with the only difference being that the re-ranking function Aronson does
seem to improve agreement with MM compared to not performing re-ranking. Overall,
the best agreement with MM is achieved, again, with ngram-based boundary detection,
the Castro scoring function, and using UKB to perform sense disambiguation.
desambiguation
method
scoring
function
ngram
detection
phrase
detection
skip
lucene(.0) 0.306 ± 0.007 0.288 ± 0.008
aronson(.5) 0.336 ± 0.008 0.321 ± 0.008
castro(.7) 0.368 ± 0.008 0.371 ± 0.008
first
lucene(.0) 0.261 ± 0.007 0.245 ± 0.008
aronson(.5) 0.299 ± 0.008 0.287 ± 0.008
castro(.7) 0.371 ± 0.008 0.353 ± 0.008
random
lucene(.0) 0.286 ± 0.007 0.266 ± 0.007
aronson(.5) 0.330 ± 0.008 0.316 ± 0.008
castro(.7) 0.403 ± 0.008 0.389 ± 0.008
UKB
lucene(.0) 0.321 ± 0.007 0.306 ± 0.007
aronson(.5) 0.365 ± 0.008 0.354 ± 0.008
castro(.7) 0.432 ± 0.008 0.414 ± 0.008
Table 16: k between MetaMap and the system proposed affected by segmentation, can-
didate ranking and disambiguation method
24https://www.med.unc.edu/medclerk/; not available any longer
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Figure 13: k and amount of CUIs annotated per scoring function and disambiguation
method in the EHR corpus
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Figure 14: k and amount of CUIs annotated per scoring function and disambiguation
method in the EHR corpus
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4.4 Disagreement and error analysis
Because of the setup of the evaluation, we need to make a clear distinction between dis-
agreements and errors. Disagreements can occur without any of the systems committing
an error. That two systems agree does not mean either that they are right necessarily
—although it is more likely that they are. Errors can be of two types: false positives are
errors that consist of incorrect annotations; false negatives are correct annotations that
have been missed. The latter are harder to evaluate, precisely because we do not have a
Gold Standard reference nor exhaustive knowledge of the domain. In what follows, we
provide a qualitative analysis of disagreement and error.
A manual study of the results has shown that there are two main factors that increase
the disagreement between MM and our system, which are rooted in the design of the
experiments themselves: a) not surprisingly, the fact that they are annotating translated
texts, i.e., different texts, and b) the differences in the knowledge bases. It is possible
that one of the bases has better lexical coverage of the terms that can realize a given
concept; thus, the system with the richest base is more likely to recognize that concept.
Another evident source of disagreement is the differences in boundary detection:
phrase-based boundary detection yields more overlapped and discontinuous spans than
ngram-based detection does, which leads to not necessarily incorrect annotations but
worse agreement with MM.
As for errors, it has been observed that many of the false positives in both MM and
our prototype occur when input texts contain polysemous terms and the Metathesaurus
does not capture the precise senses that those terms convey in the text. Thus, they are
annotated with incorrect senses. That is, it is a problem of coverage in the knowledge
base combined with the lack of actual understanding of the texts by the systems —
annotations are done by means of pure lexical similarity. Let us illustrate the problem:
the term “clavo” in Spanish has at least three meanings: a) clove (a spice), b) nail or rod
(a metallic object), and c) corn of toe (a disease). All these senses are relevant in the
medical domain: clove can cause allergic reactions; nails are used frequently in surgical
treatments; foot corn is a disease. However, the term “clavo” is only related to sense a)
and c) in the Metathesaurus. This is not to say that sense b) is not represented in the
Spanish subset, but that it is not represented as “clavo”. As a consequence, whenever a
text contains “clavo” (and it does not form a bigger concept with its surrounding words),
it will be annotated as being a disease or a spice, even if it is neither of the two.
Another source of false positives in the case of our prototype is the over-generation of
spans. The ngram strategy clearly generates spans that are not meant to form syntactic
units, and thus neither intended meaning units. In the text fragment “[. . . ] arteria
tora´cica en radiograf´ıa [. . . ]” (chest artery in x-ray), the bigram [tora´cica, radiograf´ıa]
would form a span that would, in turn, trigger mapping candidates consisting of concepts
referring to chest x-ray, which is not mentioned in the example fragment. Although
the phrase-based strategy was meant to overcome this problem by leveraging syntactic
information, the fact that it allows for discontinuous spans produces over-generation too
sometimes, especially when coordination and/or enumeration are involved.
Regarding false negatives, there are two main reasons for MM or our system to miss
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a biomedical concept: on the one hand, it can happen that the concept is not captured
in the Metathesaurus at all; on the other hand, it could be that the concept is captured
but not as expressed in the text, be it because it is misspelled, abbreviated in a way
that the Metathesaurus does not contemplate, or formulated in any other non-standard
way. That is, false negatives are caused by a poor coverage of the Metathesaurus and
the lexical variability of clinical narrative. MM relies on a powerful tool to deal with
variability, the SPECIALIST Lexicon; we do not address variability but for a closed list
of abbreviations. As a consequence, our system is much more likely to produce this type
of false negatives, in any of its possible configurations. Additionally, phrase-based span
generation can miss noun phrases in texts because it relies on linguistic annotations
made with tools that are not adapted for the biomedical domain. If it misses a noun
phrase and the noun phrase happens to be a relevant term, the term is not annotated.
Below, four examples of annotations are presented and described, which serve as
pretexts to discuss some of the points made in more detail. Each example shows, on the
one hand, the English text and MM’s annotations on it, and, on the other, the corre-
sponding text in Spanish and the annotations made by one of our prototype’s possible
configurations or more. CUIs highlighted in bold are taken to be correct annotations
—to the extent of this work’s author’s knowledge on the domain, which is admittedly
scarce. Example 4.4.2 has been taken from the experiments on EHRs; the rest are from
the Scielo corpus. Appendix B contains the meanings of the CUIs that appear in each
example.
4.4.1 Example 1
MM
Should
we
rule C1446409
out C0439787
congenital C1744681
anesplenia
?
ngrams/Castro(.7)/UKB
¿
debemos
descartar C0332196
una
asplenia
conge´nita
C0600031
?
Table 17: Error analysis: example 1
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The anotations in Table 17 are a straightforward example of how parallel texts cause
disagreement. “rule out” in Spanish is translated as “descartar”. When MM makes —in
this case incorrect— annotations for “rule” and “out”, there is no way that our system
will make agreeing annotations, since “descartar” does not have the meaning of any of
the two words separately. We can also see that MM does not recognize the concept
“congenital anesplenia”. As it happens, MM’s knowledge base contains “congenital
asplenia” but not “congenital anesplenia”; then, MM could have only relate the two by
means of its powerful variant generation mechanism, which does not seem to help in this
particular example. Of course, problems like these occur in both directions. Notice that
the agreement between the two systems is 0, but the annotations made by our system
happen to be better than MM’s (again, in this particular case).
4.4.2 Example 2
This example provides a comparison between the two systems that give the worst agree-
ment with MM and the two that give the best, namely, on the hand, the ones that do
not re-rank the candidates (“Lucene”) and choose the first candidate in the list in case
of ambiguity (“first”) and, on the other, the ones that use Castro to re-score candidates
and UKB to resolve ambiguities.
The text to annotate contains two main entities that should be recognized and iden-
tified, which in the English text are expressed as “positron emission tomography” and
“lung malignancy”. As Table 18 shows, MM identifies both of them correctly. The
systems that use Castro make annotations with smaller spans, all of them correct. The
systems that use Lucene’s score, on the other hand, make annotations with bigger spans
and are mostly incorrect. None of the two recognize and identify both of the main
entities mentioned.
What is going on here is that Lucene, though convenient for its retrieval speed, assigns
scores to the retrieved results that are not appropriate for the task of term normalization.
Lucene’s scoring function does not measure lexical similarity, but relevance. Castro, on
the other hand, is more rigorous and allows for little deviations from the query.
Finally, notice that in this example we see the phenomenon involving ngram seg-
mentation mentioned before: “pulmonar con tomograf´ıa” (pulmonary with tomography)
is annotated as a term by the first system using ngrams, when actually it does not
constitute neither a syntactical nor meaningful unit on its own.
4.4.3 Example 3
In this example (Table 19), the text to annotate contains three entities that should be
recognized and identified, which in the English text are expressed as “MicroRNAs”,
“biomarkers”, and “eye diseases”. We compare the results of our system using the
three scoring functions, always with ngram boundary detection and using UKB for
disambiguation.
The most remarkable thing to notice is that all the results miss “MicroRNAs” and
normalize correctly the other two terms. “MicroRNAs” in the Spanish text is translated
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MM
a
positron
emission
tomography
C0032743
-
positive C0439178
lung
malignancy
C0242379
.
ngrams/Lucene(.0)/first phrases/Lucene(.0)/first
una
neoplasia
maligna
C1306459
pulmonar
C0685027
C0685027
con
tomograf´ıa
C2315679
C0040395
por
emisio´n
C0040398
de
positrones C0032744
C0032743
positiva C1636154 C1636154
.
ngrams/Castro(.7)/UKB phrases/Castro(.7)/UKB
una
neoplasia
C0024121
maligna
C0027651
C0027651
pulmonar C2709248 C0024121
con C0332287
tomograf´ıa C0040395 C0040395
por
emisio´n
de
positrones C0032744 C0032744
positiva
.
Table 18: Error analysis: example 2
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as “miRNAs”. The UMLS Metathesaurus contains “miARNs”, but not “miRNAs”;
“miARNs’ is not retrieved by Lucene, thus the term is not annotated.
As for the scoring functions, the example shows what is the general case: Lucene
yields the worst agreement with MM because its scoring function is not oriented towards
lexical similarity but relevance, thus producing more false positive annotations. Castro,
in contrast, is less lax in this regard; it seems to favor precision at the expense of recall.
It definitely achieves better agreement with MM in our datasets. As for Aronson, it
does not make a difference in the agreement with MM. This might come as a surprise,
because Aronson is the function that MM uses; however, it must be pointed out that we
do not take advantage of the function in its full potential, because we do not generate
span variants to query the index, information that the function can leverage to penalize
variants that are too different from the original span.
MM
MicroRNAs C1101610
as
potential
biomarkers C0005516
of
eye
diseases
C0015397
.
Lucene(.0) Aronson(.5) Castro(.7)
Los C0024015
miRNAs
como
potenciales C0025251 C0025251
biomarcadores C0005516 C0005516 C0005516
de
las
enfermedades
oculares
C0015397 C0015397 C0015397
Table 19: Error analysis: example 3
4.4.4 Example 4
This example (Table 20) shows the contribution that disambiguation with UKB makes
to the overall result. The text contains four terms: “hinchazo´n” (swelling), “lengua”
(tongue), “garganta”(throat) and “angioedema de ACEI” (ACEI angioedema). Using
ngram detection and Castro to rerank mapping candidates, one unambiguous term is
found: “hinchazo´n”. The rest of the terms are ambiguous, and using UKB we get
correct senses for each of them. Notice that MM and our prototype assign different
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CUIs to the term “tongue”, and both are correct (and “ACEI angioedema” is not in the
Metathesaurus, so “angioedema” is annotated instead). Without further analysis, one
might think that UKB is doing a great job. The truth is, however, that all the senses
that each of these ambiguous terms have would be correct in this context, so choosing
CUIs randomly would have performed equally well.
MM
the
swelling C0013604
is
restricted C0443288
only C1720467
to
her
tongue C0040408
and
throat C0031354
typical C0332307
of
ACEI
angioedema C0002994
.
ngrams/Castro(.7)/skip ngrams/Castro(.7)/UKB
la
hinchazo´n C0038999 C0038999
se
limita
so´lo
a
su
lengua C1278913
y
garganta C0031354
t´ıpico
de
angioedema C0002994
de
ACEI
.
Table 20: Error analysis: example 4
To understand the phenomenon behind this example we need to revisit how our
UMLS index has been created: we have indexed 352,075 concepts that are realized by
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546,309 terms, of which 2,147 are ambiguous (i.e., they are related to different CUIs).
For each of the terms, we have also indexed normalized versions that do not contain
stopwords nor spurious parenthetical content. Normalized terms are used for candidate
mapping generation, that is, spans are queried in the UMLS index against the normalized
version of the terms. In their new form, 9,973 of the terms are ambiguous. Since what
we erase is spurious, we assume that the ambiguities inserted do make sense.
Let us elaborate on this idea with a real example: take the terms in the Metathesaurus
“lengua” and “lengua [como un todo]” (tongue [as a whole]). Each is related to a different
concept. As such, they are not ambiguous: two different terms related to different CUIs.
Because “[como un todo]” is regarded spurious parenthetical concept, we remove it, and
now “lengua” is related to two different CUIs –now it is ambiguous. The difference
between the concepts captured with the terms “lengua” and “lengua [como un todo]”
in the Metathesaurus are not easy to account for. We must look at their relationships:
“lengua [como un todo]” does not have children, and is in turn one of the children of
“lengua”; other children of “lengua” refer to parts of the tongue, such as the tongue
artery, the aponeurosis of the tongue, and so on. Because “lengua” is the parent of
all the concepts that refer to the parts that compose the tongue, one could think that
“lengua” actually represents the concept of the tongue as a whole —as we already know,
however, there exists another concept that captures precisely that, namely “lengua [como
un todo]”, which is, in fact, a children of “lengua”. So, making “lengua” ambiguous is
not completely inaccurate. If the text to annotate does not state explicitly that it is
referring to the tongue as a whole, which concept (“tongue” or “tongue as a whole”)
would be the correct one? The first, maybe, because it respects the underspecification
in the original text? Or the second, because if the text referred to a part of the tongue,
it would be clearly stated? It simply depends on the task in which the term identities
are to be used. We do not make any compromise in this respect, we say that both
senses are correct. That is the reason why having UKB resolve these ambiguities is
not praiseworthy. The ambiguities of “lengua”, “garganta” and “angioedema” in the
annotations shown in this example are of the type just explained.
It would be more interesting to look at annotations of ambiguous terms that have
clearly distinct senses, such as “clavo”. This terrm occurs twice in our evaluation dataset:
“intervenida quiru´rjicamente el 5/3/15 mediante clavo gamma corto.” → nail
“el pt no responde, no se retira del dolor (presio´n en clavo)” → corn of foot
In both cases, “clavo” is incorrectly assigned the sense of “clove”, the spice. The term
“menor” has two senses in the Metathesaurus: one is “underage”, and the other is
“lesser” or “minor”. In the following fragment, “menor” has the second meaning and
our prototype disambiguates it correctly:
“en menor medida lumbares y dorsales”
The term “derecho” is highly ambiguous in Spanish; it can mean —at least— a) “right”
as in opposed to left, b) “right” as in moral or legal entitlement, c) “straight”, or d)
“law”. The UMLS Metathesaurus associates “derecho” to senses a) and c). In the
following fragment, “derecho” has sense a), and the system annotates it correctly:
“el rin˜o´n derecho presenta cierto retraso en la eliminacio´n de ...”
The term “familiar” has two senses: “relative” or “member of the family”, and also
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“familiar”, to describe something that is known or can be recognized. In the following
phrase, “moribundo” has the former sense; the system identifies it correctly:
“un familiar moribundo”
The point we are trying to make with all these examples is that we do not know
whether UKB actually helps beyond the ambiguities explained at the beginning of this
section. Sometimes it does, others it does not. A much more exhaustive and rigorous
evaluation would have to be made that assessed disambiguation specifically using a an
annotated corpus.
4.5 Summary
It is not possible to measure precision and recall of our prototype at the moment, as
is the standard method for this type of applications, simply because there is no Gold
Standard to do so. There is no tool available either to compare ours with that performs
biomedical term normalizations with UMLS of Spanish texts. In this context, we have
proposed an indirect evaluation that consists in calculating the agreement between our
prototype and MetaMap. We acknowledge that this evaluation does not measure the
performance of the prototype presented, it can only tell us at best how much MetaMap
and our system agree. The experiments show that
• the best agreement with MM (moderate agreement) is reached using the re-scoring
function by Castro et al. (2010), and
• UKB can improve agreement when combined with this function score as compared
to the random baseline.
In a qualitative disagreement and error analysis we make the following observations:
• The main source of disagreement is, of course, the fact that MM and the applica-
tion presented annotate different texts; furthermore, they use different sources of
knowledge, although we have attempted to make them as similar as possible by
limiting MM’s knowledge base to contain only the concepts that we have indexed
for our system.
• Many false positive errors are produced due to the fact that the Metatheasurus does
not capture all the possible meanings of the terms it contains. Because candidates
are scored simply by means of lexical similarity, the system will annotate a term
that is similar enough to an entry in the MM even if they denote different concepts.
• F alse positives are also produced when using the scores given by Lucene to rank
candidates, and even when re-ranked using the function by Aronson (2001).
• Segmentation is another source of false positives: ngram-based and noun-phrase-
based detection generate incorrect spans that get to be annotated eventually.
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• As for false negatives, they mainly occur because the Metathesaurus does not
capture the lexical variability in the input texts, and we do not treat this problem
other than with the expansion of around 2300 abbreviations and acronyms.
• Phrase-based span detection is another source of false positives, as it can miss
noun phrases due to errors in the lower-level processing of the input texts.
• We cannot draw any conclusion as to whether the way we implement UKB helps
to choose the correct sense of ambiguous terms.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a preliminary pipeline to perform biomedical term normalization
in Spanish clinical texts with the UMLS Metathesaurus. Term normalization consists
in linking the entities mentioned in the text to entries in knowledge bases, such as
terminologies or ontologies, providing a unique identifier to the entities.
The motivation for addressing this problem is primarily that there exists extensive
knowledge captured in electronic health records’ narrative text, which is intractable by
health care practitioners. Natural Language Processing (NLP) and specifically Infor-
mation Extraction (IE) tools, such as term normalization tools, can help unearth and
structure that knowledge.
The contributions of this work include:
1. A novel prototype application that performs term normalization of Spanish clinical
text with the UMLS Metathesaurus.
2. An evaluation of the ixa-pipes part-of-speech tagger in clinical text.
3. The creation of two parallel Enligsh-Spanish datasets to evaluate the performance
of the prototype.
4. A qualitative analysis of the errors that the prototype commits.
5. A graphical interface for the prototype.
6. An API to consult the UMLS Metathesaurus and Semantic Network.
There are many aspects of the prototype to work on. In the first place, the pipeline
itself, that is, the chosen composition of modules is only a proof of concept. For instance,
the mapping strategy, which favor longest match, should change to fit the task in which
the annotations are to be used. Also, UKB could be activated earlier in the workflow, not
only when the system needs to choose between mapping candidates that have the same
score. Furthermore, each of the modules and resources needs substantial improvement
—not one step of the processing is trivial, from the most basic (how to tokenize, how
to treat capitalization, and so on) to the more complex (for example, how to leverage
information coming from different sections of EHRs: summary, discharge, diagnosis...
they are likely to contain information of different nature).
Lexical variability is not addressed in this work, and it is one of the aspects that
affect most its performance. As future work, we plan to explore methods of terminol-
ogy expansion to increase the coverage of the Metathesaurus. This could be done by
increasing the index itself, that is, adding more terms per concept, or by generating
variants of spans at runtime like MetaMap does. An interesting alternative would be
to abstract from terms as discrete symbols and explore a different representation, such
as word or phrase embeddings. With enough clinical text, this approach could even
allow us to dispose of most low-level processing tools, which are dependent on language
and domain. It would be nice, however, to have tokenizers, part-of-speech taggers and
parsers adapted to process clinical narrative in Spanish, in order to promote the use of
NLP in the biomedical domain in this language.
Regarding disambiguation, this work explores only one usage setup of one disam-
biguation tool, namely UKB. We have not looked at how different context sizes affect
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the result, for instance. Another line of work is optimizing UKB’s knowledge graph,
which in this work contains all the concepts in the UMLS index and the relations be-
tween them. It is possible that using only a subset of concepts and/or of relations makes
disambiguation more efficient.
As future work for the longer term, it is paramount to create a gold standard corpus
of Spanish clinical text if this field of research is to advance in any way. We need
corpora to evaluate tools in reproducible frameworks and to obtain comparable results.
If substantial data is annotated, machine learning techniques could also be explored.
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A Spurious parenthetical content in Spanish in the
UMLS Metathesaurus
(trastorno)
(procedimiento)
(hallazgo)
(organismo)
(sustancia)
(estructura corporal)
(producto)
(objeto f´ısico)
(calificador)
(entidad observable)
(anomal´ıa morfolo´gica)
(situacio´n)
(ocupacio´n)
(evento)
(espe´cimen)
(IF)
(medio ambiente)
(atributo)
(escala de evaluacio´n)
(FC)
(concepto para navegacio´n)
(ce´lula)
(localizacio´n geogra´fica)
(estructura celular)
(persona)
(IB)
(sitio combinado)
(CMI)
(como un todo)
(grupo e´tnico)
(elemento de registro)
(estadificacio´n tumoral)
(SMQ)
(espacio de nombres)
(metadato fundacional)
(fuerza f´ısica)
(accio´n)
(CMB)
(despue`s de estimulacio´n)
(propiedad)
(FISH)
(NEOM)
(general)
(Estados Unidos)
(procedimiento separado)
(polvo para reconstituir)
(EEUU)
(EE UU)
(s)
(en remisio´n)
( Enzima)
(RIA)
(sustancia del cuerpo)
(Planta)
(en agua)
(mama)
(Psicolog´ıa)
(menos de una hora)
(manual)
(cl´ınico)
(incluye obtencion del injerto)
(metadato del nu´cleo)
(regio´n superficial)
(NADPH)
(ma´quina)
(polen)
(posicio´n social)
(FIGO)
(triple calentador)
(NADH)
(melanoma cuta´neo)
(contexto social)
(anote separadamente ademas del codigo
para el procedimiento primario)
(NMO)
(estilo de vida)
[como un todo]
[localizacio´n]
[objeto f´ısico]
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B Meaning of CUIs in error analysis
Example 1
C0332196 Rule out
C0439787 Out (direction)
C0600031 Congenital absence of spleen
C1446409 Positive for
C1744681 Congenital
Example 2
C0024121 Lung neoplasm
C0027651 Neoplasm
C0032743 Positron emission tomography (PET)
C0032744 Positron
C0040395 Tomography
C0040398 Radionuclide-Computed Tomography
C0242379 Malignant Lung Neoplasm
C0332287 In addition to
C0439178 Percent positive cells
C0685027 Secondary malignant neoplasm of hilus of lung
C1306459 Cancer
C1636154 Positive dysphotopsia
C2315679 Biopsy of lung using computed tomography (CT) guidance
C2709248 Pulmonary
Example 3
C0005516 Biological markers
C0015397 Disorder of eye region
C1101610 MicroRNAs
Example 4
C0002994 Angioedema
C0013604 Edema
C0031354 Pharynx
C0038999 Swelling
C0040408 Tongue
C0332307 Type
C0443288 Constraint
C1278913 Tongue
C1720467 Only - dosing instruction fragment
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C Demonstrator
A web-based demonstrator has been developed that allows users to introduce a text of
their choosing and visualize the mappings produced by the application in an interactive
user interface.
The client side of the demonstrator has been developed in Angular2. By running
the system as a webservice, the demonstrator can communicate with it via HTTP. The
demonstrator also communicates with an additional webservice that provides an API to
query the UMLS Metathesaurus and Semantic Networks themselves, in order to enrich
the demonstrator with information about the concepts that have been mapped. This
webservice is the subject of the next Appendix (D).
The demonstrator consists of two pages:
In the initial page (Figure 15), users introduce their text and configure the application
according to the parameters presented in Section 3.1.2 (except for the amount of results
retrieved by Lucene, which is fixed to 150). Users can also choose which semantic types
of the Semantic Network they are interested in; the bottom part of the page contains
the whole Semantic Network in the form of a tree than can be expanded and collapsed
for users to check those types they want the system to map. Notice that this is done
in the client side of the demonstrator, that is, the application we have presented in this
work does not offer this functionality.
The initial page leads to the result page (Figure 16) when the user submits the form.
The result page is divided in three columns. The submitted text is located in the center.
Annotations are marked in the text with different colors, depending on the semantic type
of the concepts. On the left side, annotations, represented by the preferred names of
the concepts, are shown grouped by semantic types. When the user clicks on one of the
names, information about that concept appears on the right side of the page: preferred
name, semantic types, a definition, and so on. Moreover, the user can also see hypernym
and hyponym relations, and navigate through the concepts within this hierarchy.
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D UMLS webservice
The U.S. National Library of Medicine has an open REST API25 that enables users to
query the UMLS for information about concepts, sources, and so on. Because this API
did not cover our needs at the time of developing the demonstrator introduced in the
preceding section, we decided to build our own.
It provides an interface to retrieve information from the UMLS Metathesaurus and
Semantic Network (2016AA) with convenient filters, such as language and source. These
knowledge sources have been loaded in MySQL databases that are consulted through an
application developed in Java 8. This application consist of a Spring Boot REST API
that has the following paths:
/cui
Retrieves the following information about a given CUI: atoms, preferred term, definitions
and semantic types
Options: limit the search to or exclude information in a certain language, limit the
search to or exclude information coming from a certain source, limit the search to a
certain term type, include/exclude obsolete entries, include/exclude suppressible entries
/cui/atoms
Retrieves the atoms of a CUI
Options: limit the search to or exclude information in a certain language, limit the
search to or exclude information coming from a certain source, limit the search to a
certain term type, include/exclude obsolete entries, include/exclude suppressible entries
/cui/definitions
Retrieves the definitions related to a CUI
Options: limit the search to or exclude information in a certain language, limit the
search to or exclude information coming from a certain source
/cui/children
Retrieves the CUIs of the children of a given CUI
Options: limit the search to or exclude information coming from a certain source,
include/exclude obsolete entries, include/exclude suppressible entries
25https://documentation.uts.nlm.nih.gov/rest/home.html
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/cui/parents
Retrieves the CUIs of the parents of a given CUI
Options: limit the search to or exclude information coming from a certain source,
include/exclude obsolete entries, include/exclude suppressible entries
/cui/preferredTerm
Retrieves a preferred term of a CUI
Options: limit the search to or exclude information in a certain language, limit,the
search to or exclude information coming from a certain source
/cui/relations
Retrieves all the CUIs related to a given CUI, optional by a given type of relation
Options: limit the search to a given relation type, limit the search to or exclude infor-
mation coming from a certain source, include/exclude obsolete entries, include/exclude
suppressible entries
/cui/semTypes
Retrieves the semantic types assigned to a given CUI
/semType/children
Retrieves the child semantic types of a given type in the Semantic Network
/semType/parents
Retrieves the parent semantic types of a given type in the Semantic Network
/source
Retrieves information about a source, such as the date of last modification, the language,
and the full formal name
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